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A eeriee of complexes has been prepared in aqtieone 
solution between sodium molj'bdat© (and sodium timgstate) 
and the organic ligands g D(^  ) tartarlOp D(--)mandeliCp oxal­
ic p traM-aeonitie and itaoonia molds, the dlaodium salt of 
1,2 dihydroxy-benTOBo - 5,5- diaulphonic mold ( tli'on) @
B("î") mamose, D(^) rib ose and l(-) sorbose g, D^maimltol and 
D-©orbitolp and hydroxylamine ^ Two different types of 
complexe were obtained p one with one ligand and the other 
with two ligands coordinated to the molybdate or tung^tat© 
iOBo
All the complexes are strongly pH dependent in their 
formation p the pH r&mge for completing generally being 
between pH - 4*5 and 7*0$ but with the polyhydroxy alcohols 
completing cam be obtained down to pH - 2@Oo For pH valuee 
greatex^  than 7^5 decomposition of the complexes into their 
eonetituent© takes place^ while for valuea of pH below 4©5 
the molybdate and tungstat© ion tend to polymerizeo This 
latter fact suggests that the 2:1 metal: ligand ratio of 
polyhydroxy alcohol complexes may arise from the molybdate 
and tungstabe ion being dlmerized^ since these complexes ^
SB indicated above  ^ at formed at a pH of 2^0© The methods 
used to determine the s toi chiome try of the complexes were
1%
optical density and optical rotation meaeurements o
The effect© of light and heat on the oomplexee were 
observed by firstly irradiating the eompomids with ultra*» 
violet light smd soeoxidly refluxing them for several dayso 
Although some of the complexes were unaffooted (a^g^ those 
of gljooliio and oitrie acids) or were reduced to molybden»» 
mk blue (D^mmmitol and B-aor'bitol)^ othem formed deep red 
coloured solutions which contained molybdenum (¥)
(D(4-)tartaric aoid, L(-) mandelio mold, B(4*) mmrnose^
D(-) rlbose and Is(-) sorbose) ^ a redox meohmnlmm operating 
between molybdate and the ligand@ In the case of the mand- 
elle acid complex axi orange aolid of composition 
l®Mo03o2HgO was obtained, with benzaldehyda ae the oxidat­
ion product of the mandelie acid©
The effects of various ions such as sulphate, carbon­
ate , phosphate, nitrate and nitrite upon the refluxing sol­
utions was also examined„ It was found that sulphate, phos^ 
phat© and carbonate lone inhibited the reduction in differ^# 
ent ways a The effect of nitrate and nitrite ions depended 
on the nature of the ligand - sugar complexes were unaffect- 
ed, the reduction of molybdate by msn.delie sold was decreas­
ed and the tsrtrato complex was stabilised as the colourless 
molybdenum (VI) compound «
ÏOTROOTOÏÏIOI.,
In order to understand the equilibria operating 
the ajateœ ©tudied it ie necessary flrat of all to 
examine the chemistry of eodium molybdate and sodium 
tungetatcf In aqueous solution© 
l o
The etate of the molybdate ion in aqueous solution 
is found to depend upon three factors  ^ (a) the concentratio
(b) the acidity and (e) the age of the solution, all three 
factors tending to lead to anionic aggregation© Despite 
the facts however, that a wide range of methoda, including 
dialyaia and diffusion^, conduetiomrfcrie titration^, pH 
titration® g, light scattering^, oryoecopy®. Ion exchange^ 
and UoVe spectrahave been used to study this polymerizatlc 
effect there is still considerable disagreement as to the 
individual steps in the process«
Very broadly speaking there are three main species 
present Im aqueous solution :
the normal molybdate ion
til© paramolybdate ion^ initially formulated as
Cc) the oetamolybdate ion formulated as [Mo©0&6 3^
All investigators are agreed that the normal MoO^^ ion is 
present In all solutions of pH ^ To
2Cooper and Salmon^^ using ion''"0 xchange techniques 
suggest^ that the first stage of condensation takes placi 
at pH ^ 6 ,  there being three possible mechanisms of 
formations
 ^ A.. 9tT A(i) IjJioOfl,®" + 61^
(ii) 6MoOft®“ 9H^
(111) 8MoO^®“ -Î- 12H ^  Mo@O@0'^ ■Î’
MGChanisma(ii) and (ill) they reject on the ground a 
that ©uch gjtructures require $== ©©““ordinate oxygen atom® 
which is u M i k e l y  in solution wherea® (i) does not© Their 
experiments show the ratio of metal lone to units of 
charge in the first polymer speeie® to be equal to two, 
which led them to suggest that the paramolybdate ion 
can be represented as a flexible chain of four linked 
tetmhedra of formula thus confirming
the work of Doucet^"^’ and Garpeni^®, Britton^® and Cannon^*^ 
With regard to the second stage of polymerisation 
Cooper* and Salmon^® suggest that with the metal ion/unit 
charge ratio of five there is formed thcs protonated 
specie® K®MoioG>®e^ o This reaction is said to commence 
at pH ^ 11,0$ but tecomes faster below pH ^ 2©$© Addition 
of strong acid results in the decomposition of the second
polymerisation stage to form either molyWenyl oations^®^ 
or molybdenum anions containing chloride as a l i g a n d ©
They found no evidence to support the ©ssiatenc© of a 
heptamolybdate ion ©
Âvèeton, Anaoker and Johnston®^, suggest that the 
graphical methods used to substantiate the tetraraeric 
nature of the paramolybdate,could equally well apply to 
any multiple of this unit @ogo Mo^O^e^ @ Furthermore 
they point out t.hat accurate information cannot be 
obtained from euoh methods regarding the possible proton-" 
at ion of the species because of the fact that the -oointa 
of inflection on pH and conduct1ometr1e titration curves 
tend to broaden due to the latence of several molydate
species at a given pH and total molydate concent ration© 
Their omi work using the ultracentrifuge indicates that 
the heptamer is the Initial product of polymer^
ization and that this on further acidification yields the 
ootamer lo©Oas^""°
The existence of these two species, as opposed to 
the tetramer ie supported by the molecular weight 
determinations of Glemser®^ et al© However, he suggests 
that it is the octamer which is the first polymerisation 
product y according to the equations
4
BMoOô® ' 12H ^  WloeOss*^ 6H®0
and that' from it there is possiblsr formed the hsptamer as a, 
result of th® hydrolysIss
IMosOæs^'” lOHsO SMcfOs*®” -î- 12lf
It would appear therefore that the equilibria present 
In solutions of molybdate are by no means established as 
/etp although the bulk of the evidence suggests that the
and ions are the speoies most
commonly obtained ©
2o  I
A greater diversity of polymers is proposed for 
sodium tungstate in aqueous solution at least eighteen 
different species being mentioned in the 
However, there would appear, onoe more, to be three main 
species present in solution, depending upon pH8
for pH 9 the normal tungstate ion was represented as
a"" a s
pH 9‘^S the paratungstat© ion was represented as
pH < 5 ■feîi©"Ÿ~ “fflstatungstate ion. was roppesentea as
tH s W s O g jJ ® " ’ 8«o
sThe ezietexace of the no371ml tungetate ion in
solutions above pH - 10 ie well established, although 
©ome worker© do maintain that it is present at pH - 8
-The situation for the para and metatungstatea 'is by 
no means©oehüîlle, since in both caèœ It hae been claimed 
that there are In practice two para^ "- and two
Jaiider and hie co-workerpao 9ae eoneluded from 
diffusion ©tudies that the dominant species in solution 
betweom pE 8 and 6 Is ^8 formed In the
react 1 on«”
However, 8onehay®® claimed from hie crjoecopie, 
pot ent1omet ri e and polarographic experiments that ther© 
are two parratungetates (A and B) which poeaee the sam© 
formula but differing oharaoterletles* Thus, for example 
paratungstate A according to Souohay yields on a.c Id i float Ion 
“\|r tatungstate ^ whereas, paratungetat©
-j,
B does mot react with H o Further work by Jander and 
Kruerk©®® confirmed the existence of the two speciee and 
resulted isi the additional suggestion that 'there were alec 
tw@‘^1^’'-‘*m®tatmigstatea (A and B) both of formula P^ '"o
Sasaki®from equilibrium studies in 3M sodium perchlorate*
&
Bwas able to eonfirm Jander«fô original aurmlm© as to 
the formula of the paratungstatee ae Cro©Osi]^ o
Aveston®®, however, using ultracentrifugation, 
aol dit 5^  measurements and Raman spectra and Oralg ami 
Tyree®® using light scattering techniques suggest that 
in freshly prepared eelutions of sodium paratungetate, 
oW3 %)2 8 % 0 , the main species is the ion
and that this hydrolyses slowly to a mixture 
of and They find no evidence
in support of the ion I proposed by Souehay®®
and but In accordance with the work of Jander®®
suggest that at higher acidity the ion ie
formaiÔ
The most recent suggestions regarding the para- 
tvmgstate ion come from Glemser and Holts'© who 
maintain on the basis of molecular weight studies that 
the pamtungstate A should be formulated as lW@Oi^(OH)
according to the equation®
th'*" 6W0a®” ,-5bS' [YfsOi^.(OH)7}®*”
and that this in turn gives rise to the paratungstate B
IW3ia03sCOH)s.o.r®“s
v(OH) SWs.®Ob ®(OH) jo F®"»
This latter formula la in aooord with the Xray work of 
Sohwarammm®^@ Glemeer and indicate that it is
possihl© to dietinguish between freshly prepared solutions 
of paratungstate A and B by mean® of a characteristic 
@houW@r in th© UoV* spectrum* They point out that th# 
spectra of the solutions change with time, showing an 
Increasing similarity until finally they become the spectra 
of metatungstateso
«
Am alternative suggestion 1© out forward by 
Blpscomb^*^, on the basis of Xray work, that the para- 
tungstate B should be represented as EW^a0^o(OH)%]^^ 
whereupon the equilibrium between A and B would becomes
alWsOgoCOH) l®asO«,®(OH)sJ®-o“
With regard to metatungstates Glemser and Holtza 
express doubts regai'dlng the reliability of Souchay^s 
methods of arriving at the formula which has
considered to be formeds
9E^ ■«• iHsWsOsil®" <- 3H®0»
Using the ultracentrifug© method, with potassium -="12-mllieo= 
tungstate as a control, the molecular weight measurements 
tend to Indicate the formula (OH) 3 for the
metatungstate ion this being the highest aggi'egatlon yet
suggested for a polymerized molybdate ion*
The above reaction© indicate the nature of the 
polymerisation equilibria operating in solution© of 
molybdate and tungstate Ion*
lorml molybdate and tungstatè ions form complexes 
in aqueoue solution with a wide range of organic molecules 
containing hydroxy groups e«go (a) hydroxy-oarboxyllc 
acid©^*^ (b) p h e n o l a n d  subetitutecl phenols®^
(c) polyhydroxy compounds^® (d) sugars®^
(e) Bulphonlo (f) dloximee , and
0==dibydro%y=^coumarins®, the bulk of the work having been
clone Oil the first four claseea of ligandc
(&) Complexes
have beea claimed with tartaric^® oxalic^® , mandelic'^ 
g l u c o n i c ^ ® g lactiG^^, malonic^^, citric'^mallc^^, 
glycollie^ ''*"^  and suceinic aolds^^o One of the earliest 
studies of tartaric acid waa made by Theodereaoo^^ who, 
from a comparison of the Raman spectra of tartaric acid, 
sodium tungstate and sodium tartratotungstate concluded 
that the complex probably existed as WaaEG^H@0@oW0^K
Viscosity and depression measurements by Prasad and
Krislmalah^^ and equilibrium constant studies by
Yateimirskl®® confirmed the 1«1 ratio of metal to ligand* 
More commomly, however, polarimetrio, eonductiometric* 
and pot© nt 1 omet ri o me as ureme nt e are employe 
Baillie and Brown^® have suggested that as the pH of the 
tart rat o=--^ aystem is increased the following sequence of 
op erat 1 om@ 1 e obt a iiiad s
WO<s,®“ -t- C4H®0e IWO.aoC^.HsOsJ®”
4 ^
ô.CâHsOeJ»"” -f- if
n
At pH " L°2 the |W04,oG*Hs06Î®” form Mists almost exclusively? 
at pH = 7 the CWO^oC^HsO®]® fora and at pH ~ 8o2 the 
[ W O ® J *  ion» The tetrabasic complex is stable up
to a pH ^ 11, above which décomposition into sodium tartrate 
and sodium timgetate occurso The tendency for the tungstate 
ion to polymerize Is inhibited down to pH - I?-*2, but below 
this value there arises increasing competition between the 
tendency to oomplm: formation and polymerl^at1ono
It hae been suggestedthat the- oxygens of the 
oarboxyllG group are Involved In the bonding with the
1 0
central tungstate or molybdate ioa* When therefore there 
is only one such group present in the molecule 2:1 ligand 
metal complexes are formedo2:l’ complexes are also obtained 
with aromatic a-hydroxy carboxylIc acide eueh as mandelic 
acido
Im one or two instances it hae been found that the 
ratio of ligand to metal alters with differing environmental 
circumstances * Thus Spence and Kallos^® have found that 
at pH 2 the ratio of molybdenum(Vl) to gluconic acid 
±8 2&1 but that this alters with increasing pH until a 
1:1 ratio le obtained « This alteration, they suggest, 
may be due to changes in the state of polymerization of 
the molybdate with pHo
Finally, in the case of the oxalato complex - 
although the 1:1 complex is the most stable the suggestion 
has been mad©'^ ® that the tungstate forms a
complex with the ratio 1:6 while the corresponding molybdate 
has a l:l|. ratio * At low values of pH Vorontsova and 
Tanana0V^® ülalm, on the basis of conduetiometric and 
pot-entiometrie measurements, the existence of the complex 
(G ^ O ^  ) ^  o
11
(b). As
with mnclelie acid bo it is possible to form a series 
of 1:2 mstal'^ ''ligand eomplexea with phemol^^type molecule© 
such as catechol®'^ pyrogallol®®and all
of the complexée being strongly coloured (red)o
111 the GEB© of catechol it i® claimed®^ that although 
the 1:2 complex is the most stable in solution between • 
pH i|. and'? there also axiet Isl, 1:3 and Islj. cbmplexea, 
th© Ish complex being formed in the presence of concentrated 
sulphuric acido From infrared etudie®^^ carried out on 
the Isl complex precipitated from ®oluti®a by the addition 
of lead or Imrium salts Brown has ehown that the eomplexing 
agent is probably the oomplete cateeliol molecule and that 
there is no elimination of water or of hydroxyl lone ae 
a result of complex format1ono
With pyrogallol three ratios are obtained depending 
upon pHs a 1:2 molybdenum'ligand complex between pH - 6 
and 8, a 1:1 at pH - 3o$®® and a 2§3 complex under 
strongly acid condition©^Tiron, on the other hand, 
only forms two complexes*a 1:1 at pH .- .2*6 and 1:2 at 
at pH )> 6o. ,
Buchwald and Xiichardson®'^  have ©uggeeted that at low
values the composition of the complex is a function 
of the substituent groupa other than the hydroxyl groupe 
involved in the bonding to the molybdenum or tungsteho- 
This statement, however, would appear to require sona 
qualification - for tîie following reaapnso Firàtly, 
their suggestion is based on studies of gallic acid 
and of 3eU- dihydroxy«“benzoie acid ^ but in both thes© cases 
the oxygens of the carboxyl!e groups could be envolvéd 
in the bonding - thus altering the netal:ligand ratioo 
Secondly v;ork performed on acetopyro"^®®, li.-ehloro®'^  and 
I,i-m0thyl catechol®^ indicates that a 1:2 metal ligand 
complex ie obtained in each cas© and that only a small 
amount of the 1:1 !|.-chloro-eatechol complex is obtained 
at low pH values* It is much more probable that th© 
increae© in the ratio of Daolybdénum to ligand is due to 
the polymerization of the molybdate pr tungstat© iozia 
Such a suggestion wo old appear to be confirmed by 
Buehwald and Richardsonown postulation of the formation 
of a 1:2 catechol-molybdate complex at pli^ 2 and by 
Schnaiderraaxi and Khrustalev'^©^® Isij. complex present in 
concentrated sulphuric acid solution^
has long h m n  k n o w n ® that complexes can be formed
3between molybdate and tungstate and polyhydroxy compounds 
it is only in very recent years that this field hae begun 
to be developedo By using paper ^ ëleetrophoretie methods 
In addition to polar imetrie taeàèürèménta Bourne,, Hud son 
and W e i g e l a n d  Angus'^®^ h a v e  Shown that complexes can 
be obtained with tetritole, pentitols and their derivatives, 
and hexitols and their derivatives o The fact tha,ty 
although maximum complex formation take® place at about 
pH - 2g there 1© some oomplexing over the whole range 
pH - 1-8 means that measurements may be made at about 
pH - SoO at a pH which allows both immediate complex
formation and a fair degree of ionization to take place*
The length of the carbon chain, is one of the 
factors governing the ratio of components„ Thus, with 
tetritol® such as erythritol a 1:1 ratio is obtainedo With 
more than four carbons in the chain the ratio determining 
faeterg become the proximity of the hydroxyl groups to 
each other and their steric arrangement on the carbon 
chalBo From a comparative study of polyhydric alcohols 
and their corresponding; deoxy derivatives Bourne et 
and have found that it la neceseary for the
complexiBg molecule to possess a rati® of three adjacent 
hydroxyl groups per molybdenum involved in th© bondingo
MJ
They make the additional suggestion that the completing 
apeoieiB i© not the simple (or ) ion 'but the
dimeric form (or ' W g g O # Th© main factor in
support of tills polymerlzat 1 on la the low value of pH 
(2o0) at which maximum eomplexing is said to take place*
A® yet no structural studlea have been performed 
to uphold these suggestions and the structures proposed 
by Angu© are based solely on the comparative study of a 
large number of deoxy eoEipoimde and their parent polyhydric 
alcoholso
(<^) 0^0© more it is only in recent
years®® that a critical study has 'been made of the 
ability of sugars to complex with molybdate and tungstate* 
Bourne, Hudson and Weigel®^, using paper ionophoreei® 
methods found that pyranoee sugars (in the chair-fora) 
possessing three hydroxyl groups in a cia-ci8-l(ax), 2 (©q) 
3 (ax) armngement formed 1:1 complexes with molybdate * 
Spence and Elan^'verified these results ^ finding from 
polar imetrie étudiés that/ at pH about 5oO there was a large 
Chang© in the value of optical rotation of sugars 
dissolved in molybdate solution - this change being 
indicative of complex formation* Both Bourne and Spence 
suggest that all three hydroxyl groupe are necessary for
15
complexing to take place since th© replacement of a 
hydroxyl group by a hydrogen atom destroys the ability to 
oompleiio However, in view of the fact that Angus, Bourn©,
Searl8 and Weigel®^ have shown that at least one of the 
hydroxyl groups can. be replaced by a primary amino group 
it would appear that the oxygen of the third hydroxyl group 
©anaot be directly bonded to the molybdenum or tungsten atom* 
Indeed for it to be so bonded would require the metallic 
atom to be sOTen-ooordinate, sine# @# far, there hae been no 
evidence to Mggest that the coordination number Is reduced 
by the dimérisation of the molybdate or tungstate species o 
Iiilmwi®© the fact that maximum completing occurs in the region 
of pH militates againet any such polymerimtion*
Perhapm the explanation lies in the fact that th© hydroxyl 
group or amino group are involved in some form of hydrogen 
bonding necessary to the stabilisation of the complexo
existence has been claimed of 1:1 complexes between sulphonic
and dihydroxy coumarins®® and 
molybdate in which once more the oxygen© of the molecules are 
involved in the bonding to the central metallic ion* In the
.6
caee of amino acid complexes Spence and Gteiig®® record a 
cysteine complex in which the oyatelneimatal ratio varies from 
3:1 to 1:1 depending upon the concentration of the reagents. 
They suggest, on the basis of ®peotrophotometric studies that 
the bonding involves both the ionized mercapto and carboxyl 
groups Ô
o .
d to the Cexitral
From the above it has been shown that the metals ligand 
ratio earn vary from 2:1 to 1:1 to 1:2 etCo This tends to 
Buggeet that a ligand may be introduced into a complex to 
form a Is 1:1 complex in which the two ligands attached to the 
central molybdate or tungstate ion are different© Similarly 
th© 2:1 metal-aleohol ratio of certain of the polyhydroxy 
complexe® suggests that it may be possible for further 
complex formation to take place with a second ligand©
The reactions of both tungiitate© and molybdate® and of 
their complexes are of profound interest because of the many 
application® in the fields of biolo^ and analysls*
Applications in analysis involve the use of the physical
1?
propertieîD of the complexes euoh a® ©olour* Thue Buchwald®® 
hae used the polyhydric alcohol eomplexea for the oolorometrio 
determination of molybdenum, while HaIm@ko®ki®^ uses the 
oateehol complex in the ©pectrophotomotric detcOTinatioa of 
mixtures of molybdenum and tungetemo
Isi the field of organic chemistry chromic acid ie widely 
used for the oxidative cleavage of double bonde in highly?' 
substituted etbylenic compounde© Although the exact nature 
of the meehanlem of the proceae 1® not known it has been 
s u g g e s t t h a t  there must exist mqu©ou© equilibria which 
Involve species euch ae H@OrO&, E@0%0^ and (HGrO^)""o The 
similarity of these species to those of mqljMenum raises the 
quest lorn of whether molybdic acid can bê used to these endso 
It la, however, in the field of biology that molybdenum 
comes into its own© Both plants and bacteria are found to 
require a certain level of molybdenum present in the soil or 
in the nutrient substrate before they are able to fix 
atmospheric nitrogeno Soils deficient in this necessary trace 
©lament can b@ rendered productive by the carefully controlled 
addition of sodium or ammonium molybdat®© It was found, for 
example, that the inhibition of nitrogen fixation in
caused by th© presence of
16
triohlor0metli3‘'l Bulphenyl ‘bemioate can be overcome by the 
addition of 0 odium molybdate© Again, when fumarlc or malic 
acid i® t© reactivate the enEygaea which catalyse the
disappsas'as'iea of hydroxylamil.ne in JMehgaAoiila. 0 0 3 4 ®* the 
pTOQBBm wa® found to be stimulated by the presence of 
m o ly M a t e s o
For Borne tiro© there was unceri;aintj as to whether the 
molybdenum epeciee merely acted' as catelyats and only f ormed 
a transient complex in some intermediate state in the reactions 
or whether the molybden.um was a constituent of the enzymes 
tliemselveso Then it wae discovered that eodium tungstate®^ 
compete# with molyMenum i‘n the fomatiosi of nitrate 
reductase Im  S tE I’.a iD P Æ  ^ When the e ono entrât Ion of
sod l a  tungstate wao 10^ times greater than the molybdate 
present the result was inhibition of 70^ of the effect of 
molybdenum on the enzyme « The reason for thie inhibition may 
well 11© in the preferential formation of a tungstate complex 
specie® in place of molybdate, and tliat the molybdenuni ie 
in faot pax“t of the enzyme molecule© Thie was indeed found 
to be the easGo Hedert and WeoteiefioM®® on studying the 
deposition mid maintenan.c© of normal levels of xanthine 
oxidase in the intestin©® of rat® found that all of the
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■biological, activity depended on tiie p'jpeeenee of molyWenumo 
BSaohlerg Mahler and Green®produced the additional information 
that 2s®nthine oxidase require the presence of molybdenum for 
engymla activity with o^tochrom© although it W8b hot 
neeeesary for activity with dyéè or 02syg@no Inorganic 
phospMte© also appear to be eeeêntial for aotlvityo Similar 
v;ork with liydrogenae©®® revealed that the activity of the 
purified ooulcl only be restored by the addition of both
M B  (flavinaienlne dinuoLeotid©) and molybdenumo
most significant advance warn made by Wieholae and 
Màson®® who claimed g on the baeià of dialysis expérimenta ^ 
that molybdenum is the metal constituent of nitrate reductase ii
They found that molybdenum deficient 
nutrient media resulted in a decrease in nitrate reductase 
produced0 which was quit© different, from the loss of 
©naymlc activity produced by the removal by cyanide dialysis of 
the molybdenum from the intact ©nsyme^ ■ In the first case the 
addition-of molybdenum to cell'^ f^ree extractB produced from 
molybdenum deficient substrates did not. result in the 
development of enaymlo acitivityo But in the second instance 
the inactivated enzyme could b@ almost completely res tored by 
the direct addition of the metal to the -proteino Furthermore^
of all the mioronutrient deficioneiss only molybdenum 
defieieney resulted in a decrease in mitrata reductase 
activity^ Th©â© facte indicate that molybdenum is a constituemi 
©f the ©mr^ ym® its elf o As yet nothing is known of the exact 
funetlom of the Eiolybdenum in the ensym® hut presumably it ia 
Involved in aora© form of complex fo:<mitiom analogous to the, 
anionie complexes described above^
On© furtherp rather curious fa@t is that are able
to develop the ability to detect the presence of molybdenum 
in their and make use of this im rejecting diets
containing toxic levels of molybdenum (the toxicity being du© 
to attack of the long bon© structures) the suggestion being 
that this sensory factor is due to the interaction of the 
molyMat© with the dietary constituent©^
Since it has been'shown that the reactions of molybdat© 
complexes are Important in nature it wae decided to examine 
©om© of thes® reactions with simple ligands in some of the 
complex©© preparedo '
: SEGTIOn omss-
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The Bîiatliods used to investigate the nature of the 
complexes) formedmad© mie of th© variation of the physical 
properties of a ligand on forming a complex in paivalcula>?y 
the iat Ions in optical density and opt leal rotatioiio 
TI18B© variations were examined over ^ limited pH rang©
(pH 2 to 10) eince below pH - 2 polymarissation of the 
BAolyWat© and tungstat© Iona 00 cur red while above pH - 10 
alkaline hydrolysis occurredo After the adjustment of pH emd 
dilution the samples were left to equilibrate for about 
2 hour8 and the pH again measured « The 8tolehlometry of 
the complexes we.0 investigated by mgane of Jo'b^ s 
^Continuou8 Variations Fiethod % thct plots being constructed 
at the pE where maximum completing occurredo The existence 
of the hetero complexes (1 a^o complexée having two differing 
Uganda attached to the metallic ton or lone) wae confirmed 
by maaeuremente of different phjeieal properties^ each 
oharaeteriatie of one of the ligandse.
The instrumente used to measure pH 
values were the 'Fje B^^ ynaoap^  pH Meterand the Marconi type 
ff 1093 and fP 51 ID mod els ^ all of which employed a dip-type 
calomel. ©le©trocl© - glass elect rede #@11 o Conductivities we% 
obtained using the Wayne-Kerr Hmlveraml Bridge (B 221)o Either
the Spectrophotometer 600 or the Ellger
Hvlapek Photoelecti'le Spectrophotometer H %0 0 o3 0? were ue^ 'd 
to meamire optical densltleB while optical %'otatlon values;! 
were obtained from the Hllger Standard Polarlmeter (Mark III) 
employing a sodium lampo
jMâlM?E™§s3-A-^i™l^SrlM»iâmH™:i^BMSûir3^™J21§aLp.lmdiL
i£M,a.XlKlK£Bll»
(a) Variation of Cptical Density -vitJa pll: Measurements here
were ©oncerned with the effects of th© presence of tartari© 
acid on the optical density of the tlrom'^molyhdatc complex^ 
Accordingly 100 ml«> of 0o002M sodium molybdate-^^^^tlron complex 
were prepared by mixing 20 mlu of O^OIM eodlum molyhdate with 
i|.0 mlo of OoOlM tlron and malclng the résultant solution up to 
100 ml<) 10 mlo somples wore dllut@;d to approximately ml* 
each^ the p H  of the samples adjusted over the range 2 to 10 
by the addition of dilute hydrochloric a d d  and sodium hydroxlù 
and finally the solutions made up to $ 0  mlo eacho After 
allowing the solutions to equilibrate for two hours the pH 
of the waa a g ain measured@ Spectroscopic examination
of the samples was carried out at im and the resultant valtx 
of optleal density plotted agaimet pH (graph la)n
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Equal volumes of sodium moljbdate and I)(-^) tartaric 
acid (20 ml^ OoOlM) were mixed with %0 mlo O^OIM tiron and 
the whole) diluted to 100 mlo The pE{ and ooneentrat 1 on of 10 ms. 
sampler wer© adjusted ae above and agalm the optical density 
measuTOd mt i|2g mji and plotted pH (graph lb) «
In the eaae of the tungatate analogue the lese intense 
colouratioB of the solutions (yellow as compared vdth orange- 
veâ) ambled higher eone©ntratioM to b© ubbÛc Here g ml « 
samples of OqOE{i IM sodium tux?.getateM;lron axucl sodium tungetatc-^ 
tiron«‘'"rO;îtertax"iû acid complex were diluted to gO ml.,
with the appropriate pH adjuetmexits ami their opt!eal densitj/ 
measured at !|.25 and plotted against pH (graphs le and Id 
respectively)o
The stability of the hetero complex wae examined by 
treatisig @)amples containing equimolar quantities (10 mlo 0o2M) 
of sodium tmugotat® and D ) tartaric acid with saturated (8!!) 
tiron Solution in increasing quantities imtil a - fold 
ezeass of tfron wae present in the final sample o After pH 
adjustment to L^ oS each ©ample was diluted to SO mlo and the 
optical rotations measured « For optical density values at 
&^2S 'mjx tmi-fold diluted sample® were uaedo It wae found that 
after the addition of one ©quiTOlont of tiron a steady value of
optical rotation and of optical d^neitj wae attained^
(b) Bj obear-fing
cÀJjjbcJL
possibi© variations in the value of aoid the effect
of introducing tiroxi into the tartrato complex could be noted 
IJei.ng a similar method to that Ûmtê-œl'beû for the optical 
density moaeuremente the pH of a number of samplee of 
OoOOSR^ tartrato-moljbdate and of tartrat o-molybd at © plue tiro';:;, 
wer© varied between pH - 2 and 10 m W  the resultant values cf 
optical rotation measured (uelmg a 20 cm» tuba and sodium D 
light) axid plotted against pH (graphs 2# and b) o The metal 
ion concentration in the tungatate B j B t e m s  was OoOL|.M (graphs 
2c aadi d) Graph 2@ indloatee that the optical rotation 
of D(' )^ tartaric acid (0«0!g.M ) alone is ecareely affected by 
altering pMo
method for the Btoiclriom©t:sy of complexes formed-
in solution by the intemetion of two ©«ponente was devised 
by In this method the variation produced in. some
physical characteristic of one of the reactante is obeerved as 
the m o l ®  fraction of thie reactant is Inereaaedo For the 
purpose© of this work the phyeicBl ©hmrmoteristio ehose.n wae
2g
optleal density measured at a set value of pH and wavelength 
{kZS wp) ^  Aocordingly portions of O'oOOlM t art rat o -mo lyh d at e 
were mixed with O^OOIM tiron in the proportions 1 mlo 
t art rat o yhd at a g 9 ml» tlrong proceeding by 1 mlo stages
to the proportion 9 ml® tartratovaioljMates 1 .mlo tiroxio The 
sample© were each made up to SO mlo after pH adjustment to 
I1.0S 9 and the values of optioal density measured at !|2S 
(graph 3a)o 0o OIM reagents were used for the tungstat© complex 
(graph 3 ^ ) 0 Both maxima, occur at Oo5& l^eo Islsls complexe® 
were formed© 
glo2. £Q®ple;
Unie88 otherwise 
stated the technique used in these and in all other experiments 
was the same as that for the tartrate eystem described above^ all 
samples being made up to SO mlo each after the appropx’late pH 
adjustment and the values of optical density measuredo
The quantities of materials mixed in nine SO mlo sample® 
of pH 2«‘10 were OoS# bodium molybdate. 1 mlo' Oo2M L(-) roandelio 
acid (msndellc acid forming a Is2 molybdates aoid complex) and 
1 mlo 0®2M tirono line samples were prepared containing S mlo 
0o2M 8odium twigstate mixed with equimolar quantitlee of L(-) 
mandelic aold and tiron (lO mlo 0o2M) each sample being made up 
Sû mlo (A) p  after pH ad just ment o ©amples were each
-uted with 10 ml^ of water and the optical densities measured
PA
at Lf,25 (graph© le and f ) »
(fe) unfortunately the
deep reel colour of the aolutions did not pe:vmit optical rotatla- 
meaBur©m®B.ts to be made on the instrument availableo Meither 
by altering the wavelength of the pol'arlmeter lamp (froBi 
sodium.l) to mereury) nor by dilution of ©amples could tirie 
difficulty be overcome^ eince in the.latter caa© the optioal 
rotation-had. reached jsero value by the .time it was possible 
to obaex'v© the a pi it-image of the polarimetero The orange 
colour*of the hetero-tmigstate solutions enabled optioal 
rotation aieaaurements to be taken.g using the samples diluted to 
strength (A) mentioned above and the results are plotted on 
graph© & BMÛ Co
(c) Since, in
this instanceboth ligands form 1&2 complexes there wj.,11 
actually be exeess mandelie acid present in the samplee^ Thie 
in no wise, affects the validity of the résulté since neither 
mandellc acid nor the mnclelc eomplex 1# absorbing at the 
wavelength usedo OoOlM tiron wa® introduced into samples 
containing th© 22.1 mandelo-molybdatc ^ complex (samples being 
taken from lOQ mlo of solution the complex prepared by
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mixing < Oq2M sodium m63y'bdat@ with 10 ml Oo2M L("") mandel 
lo aelê imdo up to volume) o The portlom^a taken 1 to 9
mandelo complex mixed with 9 to 1 ml reapeotlvely of tiron 
eolutlom? all eamplea being mad® up to j^ O ml after pH adjuet- 
ment to Th® aame strength of ablution® was used for the 
tungstat® complex (graph® 3e and d)« Again the maxima were 
found at 0«g where the ratio of oompbnente ie Islslo 
g 1 « 3. awilgms_2lik^ajüLaaaliajàsiA^wA&_M±l_$@2ia%ls_Aalàa.
ÀâgM-Jj».Xiii_AMJÀ Here the 'changes in optical rotation 
of the tarta^o aoid provided the most convenient method of 
the Interaction of oxaile acid the tartrato-
complex;, the same oonoentratlone being used for both molybdat( 
and tuhgstate oomplexooo Wine sample® were prepared oontalnin^ 
equlmolar ' aodlum molybdate (or timgstate) and D(4-) tartaric 
aoid (10 ml 0„2M) and to them was added molar oxalic aold In 
the ' quantities % Oo5 mlp 1 m3.p 1*5 ml@ 2 ml^ 3 mlp 5 ml g
10 mlf and 15 %lp the solutions each being made up to 50 m3, 
and th® pH adjusted to l^ o2o The values of optioal rotation 
were measured azid plots prepared of optioal rotation against 
equivalents of molaz* oxalic aold added (graplis 5a and b) =
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(h) SpeaoQ and
ad(&pted the oi'iginal Joh'^ s "[MethW of Continuous 
V a r i â t f o r  those système In which the ©%oe8)s of the
■ f
reaetlmg llgmW pooaeeeed a sigxilfieant optical rotation of 
Its mm<) By Eiuhtrattlag the valima of optical %*otatlon duo to 
©xoesB llganâ (in this came tartarie abld) from the values for 
the solution® containing the hetero complex plus this cxccoa
J.C
acldp the optical rotation for the hetero complex alone is 
obtained and plotted against mol® fraction In the normal mamr~
. . OJÙàJlakf
or* To aamplea containing 2 to 18 ml of 0*IM^tungstate (or 
molybdatc) vma added O d M  D(-H) tartaric acid in the quantltloB 
Id ml to 2 ml* The samples were imd© up to 50 ml each after 
pH adjustment to h-oO and the value© of optical rotation obtali^
.  I ;
edo Four additional eamples were p%^epared containing Ib^ , 12*;
8 and ml OolE D('t-) tartaric aold and the pH values p final 
volume® adjusted and determined as before* By subtraction of 
the valuer of optioal rotation of these compensating solutions 
from the initial samples containing the tart rat o-oxal at 0"=» tung" 
state (and molybdate) complex and exceaa unoomplexed t^^rtaric 
acid the value# of optical z'otation for the hetero complex 
alone was obtained* The recuite were plotted on graph 3@p aim-
liar reaults being obtained for tho molybdate complex^ the 
mæElmà occurring mt t W  molar z'^ atlo 6f Oog*
AËlÉÀ was made of thi® method beoauao of the fact 
that theÿ® 1% no difference between 'the U*Vo spectra of the 
oompiexèe and the ligand * A 100 ml éamplo of OoOOlM sodium 
molyMate'waa titrated agalnet 0*0l$M trane^^oonit 1 o aold 
(graph 6a) to obtain a minimum at 2*00 ml of added aold* For 
a Isl complex the equivalence point for the addition of the 
aold (trl^'baalo) 1® 2 * 5 0  nlo
licpife,
(a) lOO ml of the.
hetero solution was prepared by mixing 1 m3, each of Oo2S& 
sodium mo3.ybdat@ and trams-acoaitic aeid with 2 ml of Oc2M 
tiron* 10 ml aamplee were diluted flw^fold after pH adjust-^ 
nmnt and the resultant optioal densities plotted againat pH
(gz^ apli 7%) and compared with thome for the tiron complex aJ.or.e 
(graph 7b)o
For the tmigatate complex 20 0*2# tiron wae mixed with
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©quimolmr quantities of sodium and trans-aoonltlc
acid (10 ml 0*2M) and the whole mad© up to 50mlo Ton-fold dll- 
utioii of samples after pH adjustment produced the eolutiona 
U0 0 d for the optioal donaity measuwments at (graphs 7<B
mmd d)*
('h) IMiaMoM®Jia.r™fili.Jo|L.PlaSJ. 9ml to 1 ml samples of 
OoOlM tiron were reapectively mixed with samples containing 
1 ml $# 9 ml of OoOlM trane^aoonltic acid-molyhdat© complex 
(pr©p;g^rM by mixing 5 ml of each of 0*2M sodium molybdato and 
tramm-^aeomit 1 c acid and making up to 100 ml) and, each sample 
mad© up to gO ml after pH adjustment to )io5o Values of the 
ulLtant optioal deneltles at l{25 Bÿ:) were plotted againat mole 
fractions of trana-aconitlo aoid complex (graph 8a)o OolM 
re%enta were used in the case of the tungstate complex (with 
the same ratio 1 ml ooo* 9 ml^ 9 ml 1 ml) (graph 8b)o
Howeverp whereas the maximum for the molybdate complez le at 
0*5 that for the tungetate ie at 0o33o 
g &
(1) as
with aconiti© a d d  so with itaeonio add the conductivity plot
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wao to the possibility of ©omolex formation.:
Go Of# tsmlü warn titrated against a 100 tal ©ample of OoOOlM 
Godlms mclyWat® to give the reeultaant graph (6b) p the 
imura Imlng fdiand to occur at 3o$0 ml ecld@d aoido Againp the 
the or ot leal ^cjulvalenoe point for a Is I complex ie 2*50 mlc
(ii) I§Sfai.Jo2®aiêSMLJiSJî.JJMLQaij„ik&i4™-sml-Il:fe^
(®-) Irdâ§îAàlL.Mni9jilÆilJ3§aiM 2 ml of each of
Oo2M Bcsiium molyMate and itaoonie aeid were mixed ^ 1». ml 0o2H 
tiroB added p. and the whole mad e up to 200 mlo 20 ml sample® 
W 6 M  diluted to go ml after the appropriate pH adjustment and 
the optical densities meaBured a M  compared with thoae foor 
the tiron complex alone (graphs 9a anii h respectively) o
100 mi of tungetat© complex waa prepared by mixing I4.O ml 
Oo2M t'l'ssmi with equimolar qimntitias of eodiom timg'Btate and 
itaconi© meld (20 ml 0o2M)o Following pH adjustment^ five 
foM dilution of samples provided the solutions for optical 
density mwGMrementm* (graph© 9c g M  û }
(^ )) q%;&antitl08 of sod-
Ima iBolybdG>tQ and itaooni© a@id (5 ml 0o2M) were mixed and the 
whole ïimâe lap to 100 mlo To ©ample© containing respects.velj 
I ml to 9 ml of this solution woro added sample© containing
9 ml te 1 lal of OoOlM tiron o resultant solutions ware 
imdc up te 5 0  m3, each after pH adjustment to Ii.o5 the 
optioal mBasured and plotted agalnat mol© fraction
of the Itmoonlo acid complex (graph 8c)*.Where the timgst^e 
complex warn concerned OolM reagents were used in the same 
proportions to obtain graph 8do Again It wae found that the 
peak for the molybdate complesc lay at 0*5 while that for the 
tungstate lay at Oo
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FIGo 3o - 'Optical denatitj at 425 mu plotted againEst molar 
fraction ©f acld-molybdate complex at pH- 4„5?
(a ) 1 S 10'" D( + ) tartrato -inolybdate and 1 s T iron
(b ) 1 % 10“ ])( + ) t art re.to™tungBt at© and 1 2E 10“ ^H Tiron
(C) 1 % 10"" L(" ) mandelo­molybdato and 1 X 10"^M Tiron
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foy the OoropA»x..wlt;h D(+) Mtonnose; ïîis
a%leterne© of \'he Xsl moljbdates ®ugar complex claimed 
Sp@m@@ and Elamg®^ on tli© basio of optical rotation experiment 
wae confirmed by means of oonduetivlty measurements «
MeaeiâTOment of the ch&mgee in conductivltj produced by the 
additiosi of OoOW D(-^ ) mannose to a 100. sample of 
0o 00IE wdlum molybdate showed that a break occurred in the 
plot after the addition of 2o5 mle of sugar io©o at the point 
where the amount of D(-)-) mamios© added wae correct for the 
foTOmtion of a Isl complex (graph 6©) *>
(ii) w.im__bath..M::\)._Æ%nmaa®_Amd $irom.
(à) l ml» each of
0o2M sodium moljbdat© and D('^ ) mammoee w^r© mixed with 2 mlo 
0o2M tiroa and mde up to 100 ml© 10 mlo samples wer© 
adjusted to pF valuea vai'ylng from 2 to 10 and diluted five­
fold ^ the pH being checked aftei’ dilutiono The values of 
optical density measured at were plotted against pH
and compared with those for th© tiron complex alone (graphs 
10a and # respectively) o The eolutiosia- used for the tungstat© 
analogu-e and tiron complex were more concentrated by a factor
five lOo and d respectively) o
(b) Results could W
obtained for both moljbdate and tüngstate complexes by using 
a 10 om^ .tub® for the sample (am opposed to 20 @m») and a 
mercury leap as the source of illuminât ion 0 The solutions 
used were 0o002M with respect tb the metallic ions g àtiû t m  
variation of optical rotation with pi for the hetaro 
molybdate complex @ the molybdmt©""mmnmoee and the correspond ini 
timgstate complexes plotted on graphs lia to d respectIvely^ 
Graph e shows the optical rotation of ) mazmose at 
different pH valueso
(®) Bqjjal quantities of
0o2M sodi'dsa molybdat® rmd !!(•!■) nsnnose were mixed »)
and made up to .50 mlo fo 1ml« to 9mlo portions of this
complex were added respectively 9 mlo to 1 mlo portions of 
OoOlM t Iron g th© samples mad© up to gO mlo at pH - ItoO and
the TOlues of optical density measured at ^25 The
results were plotted against mole fraction of the imanose 
complex to give a graph with maximum at Go So For the 
tungrtate complex S mlo of each @f 0,2M sodium tungstat© 
and B(“^) immnoBB were mixed and diluted to SO mlo 0o02M 
tiron "mm added to portions of the mannos© complex in the
same proportions as for the molybdato complex^ each aample 
being made up to $0 ml, at pH - 5'oS and the values of optical 
density measured « On plotting th© results against mol© 
fj/aatioin of immioae eomplex the maximum was found to be at
(i)
(a) Ii:a® samples
were prepared containing 2o5 mlo of each of the reagents?.
Bodium iaolybdat@9 D(<-) îEannoB© and D(-^ ) tartareic acid mixed 
and made up to JO mlo at pH valueis in the range pH - 2 to 
10o OrA measuring the values of optical rotatiom^ , plotting tia 
against pH (graph 12a) and eomparizig them with thoee for the 
tartrato complex alone (graph 12b) it was found that within 
the limita of -experimental cn?ror the graphs were coinoideiTG o 
Using the same concentration of reagents the same was found ti 
be true for the tungetate complex (graphs 12c bxiû û ) o
Cb) * o.o8m »(+)
tartaric acid in the proportions 4.,5 ml«5 0.,5ml, c o r . Qo3 ml
4,, 5 ml- was mixed with ()o08M a odium moly'bdat©--!) (i-) mamnoBG 
complex and ©a oh is; ample made up to 25 ml® after pH ad just ment 
to Gompeneating solutions containing and 1 mlo of
I&5
the uhQlû were prepared^ diluted and adjusted to pH - Li.o5 
as beforewhence the peak of th© corrected plot of optical 
rotation agalnét mole fraction of th© sugar complex waa 
found to lie at OoS® The same eoheentratlon of reagents 
for the timgstate complex g also ^produced a peak at Oo5o 
iii) i§sa=fJsSLfe
(a) Variation of Optical Rotation with pHs Equal 
quantities of sodium molybdatCp B(-5*) mannos© and mcso-^tartaric 
aoid (7c5 mlo ()o2H) wer© mixed and nin© samples thus 
prepared each made up to 50 ml o aft@r pFl adjustmsnto 
Gomparieom of the plot of their optical rotation vaXuee 
agaânat pH (graph &3a) with that for the jD(*^) imnmose 
o0Mpl©K leevealed that the pres ©me c of the mesctartari aeid 
reduced the optiesil activity of theDWmamnose to the value 
it tes wh©n umcomploxed (graph 13b) <> The same effect wa© 
observed with the tungstate solution© the quantitlee of 
material© élemolved in each of the gO mlo samples being 5 mlo 
of 0o2M reagent© (graph© 13 # and d)o
(■fe) lo mi. o.aa
©odium molybdate and the eame amount of me©o-tartario acid 
wer© mixed and made up to 25 mlo 10 mlc. 0o21 D(f) mannoe© 
wa© al0û made up to 25 ml« and th© two ©olutions mixed in th© 
proporti^M 0*5 mlo : ho$ mlo o * * o * g^.o5mlr & Oogmlc each
li.6
sample bel tig made up to 25 after pH adjustment to 
Pour compensating solutiosio similarly treated @ containing
Ij.p3g,2 and 1 mlo of the sugar were preparedo The corrected 
plot of optical rotation against mole fraction of the 
tartmto complex showed a 'steadily decreasing value « À steady 
decrease was also obtained for the tungatate analogue^ 
usingc'the same conoontratioB cf reagents^
M  fo i mi. of
©ach of 0®gM Bocilum. molybdat® aad B("-) rib os @ mixed, was 
added 2 mlo 0^2M tiron and the whole made up to 100 mlo line 
10 ml,) smplee were éach made up to $0 ml® after pH adjostiient 
The TOaultant values of optical density were measured at !|25 
plotted against pH and compared with those for the tiron 
complex alone (graphe li|.a and b respectively) o 
(*b) Variation of Optical Rotation with i>Ho Because of the 
intensity of colour of the solutions it was not possible to 
obtalm any values from optical rotation experiment©o 
M  Baaplee of 0«om sodium
molyWat0'='D(«')rlbo8e complex were mixed in the proportions 
1 ml«: 9 with 0@01M tii'^ on and each sample made
up to 50 1^ .0 pH s: It-oOt, The values of optical density at
1^.25 were plotted against mole fraction of the sugar 
complex to produce a graph which poeseesee a maximum at 0^5® 
Using ©olutione of twice the can centrât1om at pH - 5 ^ 5 it was 
found that the peak of optical deneity for the tungstat# 
complex lay at Oo33«
C1 ) &iisîœa4i=_iiSEJi;t]™ïs£ls^^^^
M  Miae sajDplss Here
prepared containing equal quantities of the three reagentes 
a odium m o l y W a t e g  !)(-) rib ose and D(-i") tartaric acid (2o$ mlo 
Oe,2M) g the samples being adjusted to pH values from 2 to 10 end 
m d e  up to $0 mlo eacho On compaxdng the valuee of optical 
rotation (graph Iga) with those for th© tartrate complex (l5b) 
it was found that within the limits of experimental error th© 
two graphs were coincident*. Using thé same concentration of 
reagent's the same was found to be true for th© tungstate complex 
’aphe 15 s and cl)o
both
malybdat© and tungatate complexe© 10 mlo of 0o2M sodium 
molybmat# (or tungatate)was mixed with the earn® quantity of 
D(=) riboe©'and made up to 25 m l ; T# nine portions of this 
oolutiosà wa© added O 0O8M D(^-) tartaric acid In the proportloma@
Oogmïc MolyMsàte (or ttmgetate)/I){-^ ) r lh c m e t l|o5> ml, Do 
D(i-) tartario acid o * o, « îj-oS ®1« sugar eomplexs 0*5 ml = 
tartaric each sample being made up- to $ 0 mlo after
pH ad jwâtment ■ to l?.o5 In the eae© of tho lAolybdate'and pl#6 
for th© tung©tat©o Compeneating ®olutIans were similarly 
pr€rpared e ont aiming I|.g3p2 and 1 mlo o f  t h e aci.do The 
resultant corrected plots poBBmiseû maxima at Oo5 for both
molybteta ami tungatat© soiiitioxiBo 
(ii)
C a )  7»*ï mi, of
each of 0o2M sodium molyMat©(or tungstate) » meso-tartario 
acid and Briboe©-wer© mixed in nine samples p each being 
mad0 up t o  2$ h0.o after pH adjustment from 2 to 10c On 
plotting the values of optical rotation of these apeoimen?i 
against pH ft was foimd that in both eases the introduction 
of the me sc -tartar i o aelcl reduced the optical activity 
of the B(«^ ) ribosc to the value it has when imoomplexcd 
{grapli 16a re fere to the hetero siolybdate solutions 16b th© 
molybdat©"=‘B(""’) rib os 16 e and û th© corresponding tungstat©
solutions)
C^ ) as mi, of
Go BBS sodium siolybdate ther© wais the same quantity of
hQ
me8 artarlù aaido To portions of the tartrate oompleK 
wae aided O^IM D(™) riboBe in the proportions 1 complex;-:
9 mlo sugar » * » *., 9 mlo complets 1 mlo sugar^ the pH values 
adjusted te 5®5 and the eamplea made up to 2g mlo ewho 
The graph of optical rotation gainst pH ehows a shallow 
minimum at O^S whereas the eoierespondImg gx^ aph for the 
tungstate analogue is simply a smooth curveo The samples 
ue©i for the plot^ whioh wex^ e mixed in the same proportions 
as for the molyhclat© system and diluted to the earn© degreep 
wer© taken from a solution containing 20 mlo of Oo2.M sodium 
tungstate mixed with the same amount of meso^tartaric acid 
asid made up to SO ml., Th© other reagent was OoOBPi D(-) 
rihoeeo 
:2 oS
On the has is of paper-ionophoresi© experiments Bouxvi© Hutstj 
and Weigelclaimed the ©xletènc© of a Isl molybdateo 
L(-) Borbose oomplexo Tha followlKig experiments confirm thiSr.
(a) Kin© 5 0  mi°
samples of pH form 2 to 10 were prepared containing equal 
quantities of ©odium molybdat© (or timgetate) and L(-)
8orb008 (10 ml.o Oo8m) o On plotting the values of optical 
rotation against pH it was faun# that the presence of either
5^molybdat© or tungstata strongly influenced the activity of 
the ougar in the region of pH ^ 5^5 for the molybdate and 
pH - 7<»0 for the tungstate^ For the augar alone the value 
of optical roteJrioh wa® -2®3? angular degrees but in the 
presence of the molyMate it was angular degrees (at
pH 6^3) and - 3o?5 angular degree© at pH - 7o5 in th© 
preaenee of tungstat© (graphs 17a e)
(b) l.tSlSMffiSïliZZ...r™2à®-J^  ^ both .molybdat®
and tuBgstate complexes quantities of Oo2M ©odium molyWat© 
(or tungBtate) and L(-) eorbose were mixed in the proportions 
f|- ml.-î molybdates 36 mlo sugar 36 mlo molybdates
Î4. mlo mjigm? and ©ach sample made up to $0 mlo after pH 
adjustment to h^$ in th© cae© of the molybdate and 7\>0 for 
the tiingstateo In both cases a pronounced minimum waa 
obtained at O^S In th© plots of optical rotation against 
mol® .fraction of metal Ion indicating Isl eoBâplexeSo
<a) Comparison of th®
plot of optical density againet pH for th© hete no complex of 
sodium molybdate with tiron and with I»(-) surbos© with that 
for the tiron complex alone (gmph® Ik© and i respectively) 
indicat©© that the two curvesp within the limita of
©xperlmemtal error $ are Identical*, For graphs a 100 m3,
sample was prepared oontalaimg 10 eaeh of 0*2M sodium
molyWat# a M  !,(-) sorboae and 20 mle 0©2II tlrom, 5 mlo 
aamplem were diluted ten-fold after th© requisite pE 
adjustments had been made®
Cb) §lgMàlQmÊmL=_Ælmjl8k.Lg_fiAl« 2>® of o „2m sodiu®
moljMate was mixed with 10 ml® 0@2Ë !*("") Borboa© and made 
up to 100 Bil®s To samples containing 1 ml® to 9 ml® of the 
complex were sadded respectively portions of OoOEM tiron in
the qMamtitie® 9 ml® to 1 ml« each ©asipl© being made up to 
So ml« @t pH ^ t^.o5® On plotting optical density against 
mole fraction of the L(-) a orb ose complex the peak was found 
to be at
For the tuxigetate complex 5 0  ml® 0©2M sodium tungstate 
was mixei with 50 ml® of 0o2M eorbos©® OolM tiron wa©
prepared and the two eelutions mlxei im the proportions 2ml& s
10 ml® @ ^  ® 18 ml* : 2ml* each ©«pi© being made mp to SO 
after pH adjustment to 7*0c The peak was found to be at
0 o 33©
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10 o  optical Demslty at 42S i®/a plotted a^aiaat 
(a) 4 % ©odium molybdate and D(4h ) mann©©©^ aa^
s 1 0 tlgom
(B) 4 VI 10“ H medium molyfedate and 8 e 1ô“" M 
( C) 2 s 10'"“%  ©odium tungmtato and B(-î-) manno@@g and
4 2 10 %  tirono
(b) 2 z 10*^% ©odium tungstate and 4 % 10 tiroEo
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FÏG, 3,8. .. Otitical Rotation plot tod agàlsist pH fors
(a ) i K IO"'"K 8eas.ua!
(B) a
(G) 3
(s) 1 s
œolji'bfîat® j D(v) m&nnose and D(, 4 )
tarie acid^
aodiujG Ejolybd&te and D(f) tartaric aoid
sodium tixBgjatate^ D("t ) mannoae and D{ ->) 
taric acid »
0^'"’r  c o d i u m  t a t e  a n d  B ( ' i )  t a r t a r i c  a c i d
‘t. r' X
tar
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15» - Optical Rotation plotted against pE for:
3 z aodium molybdate^ B(*^ ) m anno se and meoo«
tartarle aoid,
3 X eodiiim molybdate and D(^ .) mànnosêo*
2 X- aodlum tungstate^ ) Hannose and meso-
t arta ri c ae i d ^
2 X 1 0 sodium tungstate and D(#- ) mannoae o
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WlQo 14. - Optical Density at 425 m}x platted against pH f©rs
(a) 4 % 8odium molybdate and D(=) TlhoBQ^ and 8 2s
-tire
(b) 4 % sodium molybdate aa.d 8 E 1 0 tirqn«
(C) 2 2i sodium molybdate and L(-) aor'bo©ej_ and 4 %
tiron
(:0) 2 E 1 0 sodium molybdate and 4 x 10""'"H tlroRo
oFÎGc 15 o - Optie&l Rot#lom plotted againet pH fors
(a) Î ic 10"'^ 1 sodium Eiolylsdate^  D(-) ribose and D(4=) tartari©
aèldo
(B) 1 s sodium molybdate and D(" )^ t a r t a r l e  aeldo
(ü) I s ao.dlum tungstate^ D (- )  rlbose and D(-G=)
tieiào
( D )  1 % s o d i u m  t u u g s t a t e  a n d  D ( - ^ )  t a r t a ^ ' l e  a e l d o
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.60 - Optieal Rotation pXott©>cl ag'alns't pH fors
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FIG 1?:, Opti^ siX Rotation plotted against pH fors
(a ) 1 o6 % 1 0 3 odium molybdat© and 24^-) sorbose^
(b ) 1*6 % 10"““H sodium tuagstate and tC---) sorboseo
(c) 1,6 >1 B(-) sorboseo
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Ca) fitÆLfeb.i!OÆgA.r.yrT|ie_j:.Q.k^  ^ 10 ml. 0.21 sodium raolybdate
and 5 mlo 0o2M D mannitol wez^ © mizseê and maû® ap to 100 ml o 
100 mlv of O o O P M  tiron wae also prej^ared and t i w  8 o lut long 
mixed in th® proportions 1 ml* & 9 ml« o * * ^  ^ * 9 mlo s lml=D
sample being made up to g O  ml * and the pH adjusted to flji©
peak of the graph of optical density against mole fraction of 
the mEî7:oitol oomplex was found to lie between Ooî|. and Oo5p 
lo0e> a complex was formed with th© ratio MoO^s mannitol"*I?lro:a
g o 1 « gi*» trh uv* G*
tiz^ on was added in portions to 0o2i|.M sodium 
timgstat©“ii.9-annitol complex g the ratio of components being 
l8 mlo s2 ïïl3.« o o o, o o Pmloo 16 ml.ô E^eh sample was again made -u%, 
to go mlf, at pH - i^,oS and th© valuer of optical density from 
them used to pi'oduce a Job Plot with a peak at Oo33 lo8o the
tiroa wae complexed at the expense of th© mannitolo
(b) liVith a heter©
complex containing both raannitol and tiron there arises the 
difficulty that it is not posEslble to obtain .comparative plots 
of optical density against pH for a tiz^ on molybdate or
6"
tung©t;at0 complex poes©seing a 1§1 mtio of oomponents* 
Accordingly measurement© could only be taken for. the system 
(MoO<5,®"")©/(B “ mannitol\/X^lron)s (graph 10a). 10 ml* Oo2M 
a odium molybdat© and h mlo üo2M D =? mannitol were mixed 
with 10 mlo OoSM tiron^ the x'^ esi^ tant ©elutions being made 
up to lOD mlo gmlo sampleo were diluted tern-fold after the 
appropriate pH adjuetmente had been mad© and the values of 
optical density plotted against pH©
Due to the .weakness of the optical rotation of th© 
mannitol no information could b© obtained ooncerning poeslble 
effect® upon the optical activity of th© marmitol©
g2o2
(a) Against a 100 ml. sample of OoOOM
sodium aolyMat® was titrated 0®0Lyi D - sorbitol and th®
resultant value© of conductivity noted© It was found that the 
break in the.graph of conductivity against ml© of sorbitol 
added ooeurred after the addition of 1 ml© of D - sorbitolp 
indicating that the ratio of components ie 2(MoO^^ )slD(-) 
eorbitol© These results confirm the work of Angus
(h) §&B.ia..#a#ïa.J:_a AJGÎÊ.rseelM_,im _àa3l: Quantities of)f
OoSFI sodium molybdate and D - ©orbitol were mixed in the 
proportions h ml © molybdates 36 ml©. D sorbitol * *. * *.. *36ml©
6-2
Eio.lybdates  ^ 1) - sorbitol^ eaoh ©ample being ma.de up to 
5 0  ibIo with pH adjuBtment to GcmpenaatIng aampl©©
oobtaining 3?ip 2 8 0 2 2 p 1 6 9 1 0  and Ij. ml© of eorMtol each 
adjusted to %# - h°5 and made up to ml© were u©ad to 
d et ©mine, the Value© of optical rotation due to the complex 
alonco The graph showed a peak at O0 6 6 indicative of a 
compleiK poBeeseing the rati© of componenta 2(ll©0^ ^^ °) sD - 
Borbltolo
Por the tungetate analogue sample8 of molar reagents 
were diluted up to gO ml* at pH - the proportions being
2 mlo tungetate 18 ml© D - sorbitol oooooo 18 ml * tungetates 
2 mlo D sorbitolo Gompeneating solutions diluted to the
same final pH and volume contained respectively IJp ll^.p lip 8 
and 5 mlo of the D - sorbitolo Again the peak at O 066 
indicated at 2s1 complexo
(©) mime go mlo
©ample© at pi values from 2 to 10 were prepared containing 
20 mlo Ooi|M eodium moljbdat© arlxed 20 ml o 0*21 33 -
sorbitolo The optical rotation value# were measured and 
©oBspared with those for 33 sorbitol alone (graphs 19a and b) «
Where the tungstate complex is concerned the curve 
appear® t© be eomewhat better defined9 a minimum being 
observeci at about pH ^ ?o5 (&raph 19c) 9 when molar reagents 
are ufseio The aamples, finally made up to 50 ml* each at th©
6 3
required pH values contained 10 odium tungetate mixed
with 5 M D sorbitol* 
s2 o 3
(a) 9 ml. - 1 ml. qisaati-fcies of
0o02M tlrbm were x^eepe©tiv©ly added to 1 sil^  - 9 mlo sample® 
of a ©elution of sodium molybdate B eorbxtol complex9 
prepartsd by mixing 10 ml* Oo2M sodium molybdate with 5 ml* of 
0o2M alcohol and making up the volume t@ 100 mlo All 
samples were mad© up to $0 ailo at pH ^ ho$ÿ the optical 
d©meitles.measured^ and the results plotted agairmt mol© 
fracti0^0 to produce a graph with maximum at DoS ICo the 
ratio of component a is moDIybdates D orb It ol t ir on - 2:l's2o 
50 Bio M sodium tungatate wa© mixed with 2.5 ml* M D .- 
orbitol Bmi the whole made up to 100 mlo This solution was 
mi»â with tiron in the propertloma 2 ml* *l8mlo * * * l8ml* 0
2 mlo and the samples made up t© gO mlo each at pli - 
The resultant graph did mot show a amxlmum indicative of 
hater® ©omplex formationo
(b) ■ As wi t h  the
mamiitol ©OMplezs it is not poa©ibl© to obtain a comparatif© 
molyhëate-'tiron plot of optical density against pHo P05? the 
heter© eomplax the solution used contained 10 mlo of each of 
0o2M ©odlma molybdate and tirosz malxad with S ml* 0*2M D -
6k
sorbitola 5 mlo aamples were diluted tem-fold after the 
sorbitola 5 mlo aamples were diluted tem-fold after the.I o
requisite adjustment: had been made to the values of pEo \Xiie; U-V up t> .L'SJÈ&JL U45&&0 U J CS.X'vt? UA'UHOfU A.Xt \JuOD/o
gZok with boauBL^gL-Jaad&ifeûwja^^
Ca) Portions of
m solution containing kû mlo 0«l# aodium mol y bd ate mixed with 
20 mlo 0®kM D - Borbltol were mixed with samples of 0*2611 
D(i") tartaric acid g the propox^ tiosis respectively being 1 ml o » 
9 mlo oo®ooo.o 9 mloo 1 mlo aoid® All samplee were made up 
to go mlo at pH - Compensating solution© containing
6969k Bnd 2 mlo of D(-^ ) tartaric acid were similarly treated 
and by subtraction of their value© of optical rotation from 
those for the hetero solution© the optical rotation value© 
for the hetero complex alone was ascertainedo The results 
show a peek at OoS In the graph of optical rotation againot 
mole fraction of the alcohol complexp indicating the ratio 
of compGnemte:, molybdates J) - sorbitol^ D(4^ ) tartaric acid 
2&l%2o
M  w ine  so m i.
eampi©© at the requisite pH value© were prepared containing 
S mlo each of OokM ©odium molybdmt© and D(-^ ) tartaric acid
/■
mixed with 2«5 salo Ool^ M D sorbitol and the values of 
optical rotation measured for comparison with the tartrato 
Gomplez alone (graphs l8 c ^md d reap@8tlvely)o
Elllfe® !iO xeIo M sodium iiolybdat© and meso^tartarlo acicl 
were mixed and to portions of solution was added portions of 
Oo5M D a orb it ol in the proportions £ mil « tart rat o complex: 
IB ml% D sorbitol o @ « 1 8 ml« complexs 2 mlo D sorbitol
The eelutions were each made up to $0 mlo at pH - It^ 5 and by 
means of compensating solutions similarly prepared containing 
respectively 16p 12p 8 and I4. ml® D - sorbitol the values of 
optical rotation plotted against mole fraction of tartrate 
complet® This plot possessed a maximum at Oo5 indicative of 
the ratio ©f components 2(lo0^^")i ID - eorbitols 2(tartaric
Where the tungatate analogue was concerned the results 
extremely imoertalno In the Job Plot for both D(-i') tartaric
aoid mm# me©@™tartarie acid experiments the, optical rotation 
value# of the Job Plot rose to value© which remained constant 
over the mole-^fraotlon range Oo3 0«5 inclusive « Aoeordinglj 
no hetero timgstate complex ie formaio
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FIG* l§o Optical îï©naity at 425 plotted ag&lnst pH for
2 % 10*" a odium molybclat© amd tlroa^ aad 1 % 10
D-mapnltolo
(B) 2 % eoclrlum molybüato and tirom, and 1 %
P'=-aorbitol o  
Optical Rotation plotted against pH foys
(o) 4 K sodium moXybdate and D(«^  ) tartaric acid® and
2 g 10"’^ H D-soFbltol.
(o ) 4 s 10“ H sofiiwm molybâ.at©- anS D('<i’ ) t a r t a r i c  acid»
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Fïdo 19 « Optical Rotation plotted againat pH fox»:
(a) 16 E sodium moljbdato and 8 % B-eos’bitol
(b) 8 E B-fôorbitolo
(c) 2 21 sodium tuugstat© 1 % ï)«oox**bltolo
BXPEEI]OTa?AIis SSOTION WîJHs-
S3 5ÆS ^ î:ï SS îï; ^ Sï lis È3 iïS 3ï a fü Sf4 ÏË: S âs ES
lffiJ^Z0MSE^2âÉ2EZ2sMarM,
(&) &SlâSl0a^iîî._QpM8RlJtelEtii.ï:„llMLSS" Him® samples w©r® 
prepar©!' aiming 10 mlo each of sodium molyMatc and
hfdToxflBmlia® hydroohlorid© and each sample mad© up to $0 mlo 
after adjumtBient of pH from 2 t@ 10 and their optical densities 
measuMd at 1^5 sjPo The resultant pl©t of optical density 
against pH possessed a maximum at pH Sog® It was foundp 
however^) that the time taken for the solutions to finally 
reach equilihrium v/ae three daye^ sine® over this period th© 
aolutiohs deepened in colour from orange to red until the 
maximum of optical density had reached twice the intensity of 
that measured from the ©olutlone esçamlned immediately on 
préparâtiono Thereafter the values of optical density 
remained constant (graphs 20 h and c)o
(b) MsAsMÆîMliïX-,sÆâ_£QkÆÆli» Agàlni, It was found that
the definition of the peak at 0,o5 eorresponding to a Isl complex 
was coMidermbl© Improved after three dayso For these 
experiments O o M  reagents were- used ^ the solution® being 
mixed In the propox^ feione 2 mlo sodium malybdates 18 mlo 
hydroxylamin©o o o o 18 mlo molybdates 2 mlo hydroxylamina anû
each ©ample made up to gO mlo after pH adjustment to 5o$o Â ï t m
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standing for three days the pH values were again ohéoked and 
the optical deneltlee measured at 1*2$
g!i. o 2
(a) Despite the feet
that th# optical density values for the hetero solutions are 
about ^ of those for the single ligand complex at comparable 
pH valu@8) the curve© again show that a steady value of optical 
density was reached after three day©* Here 90 mlo of each 
of Oo2M sodium molybdat@i, hydroxylamlne hydrochloride and 
D('5') tartaric acid were mixed togetherp the reagents being 
added to each other in that order» line 30 ml; samples of 
the resultant solution were made up to $0 ml» each after pH 
adjustment to pH 2 to lOo After three days the pE values were 
©heoked and the optical density meaeure^ at .^2$ oÿUo and plotted 
against pH (graph 21a^ b and o)o
Cb) |JElMiQIL^l-»0jîMfîilJâSMlm„Eii6uBlï Using the same . 
samples as for the optical density measurements It vme found . 
that the values of optical rotatlo%& did not change with time^ 
the curves for measurements taken after one houi"» three days 
and daym being coincident not only with one another 
(graphs 22@,y o respectively) but with that for the 
tartrmtO'Miaolybdate complex alone(graph 22 d)o
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(g ) MülsMlsa&È?ZZ.-^xÆm-.^jL»JLÆal« Bare, too, time affected 
the definition of the peak) although not to the earn® extent 
as forithe single ligand complex» The-graphe,of optical 
density against mole fraction of tart%*atO'"molybdate possessed 
a maximum at Oo$ indicative of a l&l&l ratio, of componentfgo 
The solutions u&eâ for the measurements were prepared by 
mixing reagents in the ratio 1 mlo tartrato^-oomplesE: 9 m:
hydroxy lamina 9 mlo tartratO'^olybdateil mlo
hydieoxjlamine and making up each sample to 50 ml« at 
pH E3 5^5» The pH of the samples wa© reoheoked at the end 
of the three days before measurement of optical densityo
i=tr-iiÆUJiri'>*;.'T^ 'ii3«.'îij3 yrf ^  TfL'Tÿ
>JJiÆo
rM3rztfffAirrr-z?Kr*^w .^:-jLLakzr::%%n:r-TtjM!*frfRï3.>iTm«rat=v=fTCi
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FI G 20 o Optical Density at 425 JûjU plotted agalnat pH 
4 % ©odium molybdate and Hydroxylamlno Hydrochloride
(a) One Hour after preparationo 
( B) Tliree Day0 af ter prepar'ation.o 
(c) Six Day 8 after préparai l'on <>
7 s
B65k 7 ■93
flQo 21 o Optical Density at 425 plotted against
4 % Bodium mol y bd ate, D( tartar le aold and
Hy d V ü X y 1 ara i n e H y d r oehlor i d e .n
( â ) 0 n 0 H o u r after ~o 5 p ar à t i o n <>
( B ) Th r 0 e D ©y a a f t e %" p ,r e p iâ t a 11 o n ,
( C ) Si % Day a after p re p a va11o n „
î Q r E
mm
22 o Opt leal Rotation plotted against pH fors
4 'K sodium molybdate^ D('^ ) tart&rie aeld and
Hy d ro xj 1 am i  xi e Hy drochlo rid © »
(a) One Hour after px&'iparatioa^
(b ) Three Bays ter preparation^
(C) Sis Days af ter- preparatioUg
{B) Optleal Rotation plotted agsinet pH for
4 jv sodl'usi molybdat© and :D ( Tartaric acid «
1 %
tXJSalxMâM-
Whem soliïtiona of tart rat o and manda lato molybdate were 
irradir&teé mtli ïïo¥o light for two hour® thay turned a d©ep 
red ©olour^ , which faded on allowing the ©olutions to stand 
o'^'emigkto fhat there wag sosja form of reaction resulting 
in the reduction of the molybdenum by the organic ligand
became ©vicient when a. ame 11 mmewhat akin to that of burnt 
sugar vmB observed to come from the tart rat© oomplex and the 
Bmell of bitter almonds from.the mandelie acid complex 
SOllâtio?âBo
Since tJae Uolfo lamp evolved a considerable amount of 
h%t it couM not be eaid that these react lone were the 
Gonaequem^e of irradiation alomsp and in fact when aamplea of 
the oompleiceB were refluxed it waa found that the reactions 
proceeded much more ray)Idly and effectivelyo Both complex 
solution® turned an intense red colour'and within three 
hour© a reddish“orange solid began to settle out from the 
mandeli© aeid complex aolutiono After refluxing for twenty- 
four hours the solutions were more or l©se stabilised in their 
coloured forms and-detailed examination of them was therefor©
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carried out
With regards to the tartrato complex very little 
information could .be obtained einoe it proved difficult to 
identify the organic product of the reactlone Wor could the 
oxidation state of the molybdenum be ascertained einee 
interference of the organic species present in solution with 
the oxidigsing agents employed (permanganate and cerio 
ammomium sulphate titrations) resulted la the end point in 
the titrations being very uncertaino Attention was therefore 
directed to the mandelic aoid complexo
All samples were prepared in the manner described for the 
mandelato complexo 90 mlo 0o2M sodium molybdate were mixed 
with lUO mlo 0o2M mandelic acid and the whole made up to 
3 0 0 mlo at pH ^ 6 0 So Within on© hour of commencing refluxing 
the solution turned deep red and within thi^ ee hours had begun 
to deposit a reddIsh-o^mnge solidp refluxing being continued 
for five âajBç, The orange solid p which formed 23oh4# by weight 
of the starting materialp was filtered from the red liquidp 
washed with acetone and ether and dried under vacnuumo Solid 
and liquid were then separately examinedo
5 0  mlc, samples ■ of the red liquid waB extracted with etherp 
the extract washed with water and dried with anhydrous aodius
ûulphrte^ v The infrared spectrum of the extract, talcen in 
qhloi'oformg revealed an aromatic peak at '3o20jol  ^a - OHO peak a/ 
3 a 7C^ and Q-C st ret oiling vibi’atione at 60 2$ and 6 '
In addition there were peaks at 9o03jUp 9*>30 - 9^63 /O-p TlA\Bp 
and lloBgo- all of which are present in the speotrura of 
benssald^ I'iyd© 0 thus confiminp; that the smell of hitter almoncU? 
evolved from the red liquid was that of hen^aldehydeo Ab with 
the tartrato solution interference of the organic matter presor 
in eoluti©n with the oxld 1 fusing agente prevented the oxidation 
state of the molybdenum species in ©olution from being 
difâterminacU
Ignition of the orange solid to MoOg revealed that the 
percentage of molybdenum waa 9^o6lf^  while the percentage of
hydrogen wa© found to be 2o09^ StaMard permanganate
, \
and oex’lc ammonium sulphate tit rati rxis indicated a valency of 
¥0 These facts are in aeoord with the formulation of the 
compound as NaMoO^ c2H^0 (ÿ^ Mo - lt7o27?^ p - 1 r, 98^ 4)
Other" acid complexes refluxed under 8imllar conditions 
were those of lactic^ citric and glycollie acidso Of the 
three only the first was partially reduced to molybdenum blue 
(a mixture of Mo (VI) and Mo(¥))j. the other two showing no 
appax^fmt react ion 0
All three sugar complexes refluxed turned an intense
nred colour which on heating for three to four days be came 
cloudy due to charring^ the B(-t-) mannos© and D-iPllooe oomplexei:. 
being refluxed at pH - and the L^-êorbose complex at 
pH - Bo$o Mannitol and sorbitol oompléxeB were reduced to 
aioljbdenum bluoo The only conaequenc® of re fluxing the 
hjdroxylamine complex of sodium molybdatè was the destruction 
of the hydroxylamine itself as evideneéd by the evolution 
of aMüonia and the disappearance after three days of the 
orange colour of the complexo When repeated under an atmosph@%\ 
of nitrogen the hydroxylamine reduced the sodium molybdate to 
molybdenum bluso
The presence of d iff extent ions was found to influence the 
redox system operating between the molybdate and ligand o 
Sulphate ion (p:resent as sodium sulphate) px^oduces very little 
effect on the redox process^ the tartrato complex still turning 
deep red aftex" refluxing for three day#« Howeverp with sodium 
carboimt© (probably in the form of a mixture of carbonate and 
bicarbomte) present 9 only a light brown colouration wae 
w.€i aàftw the ea.m© length of time while the addition
(;x dlsodium hjûTop;esi phosphate (present e of
NaHfaPOa and docrvaeed the extent of re luot-loH ; xoi
moiybdenum(V) to molyadenum blue-- In all easeo a qusuui.ty 
of the salt neoeesarj to provide tw© ©qulvalentswas added re 
the solutions ^ the expérimenta being earried cut at a “pt •• =\/j 
Thca re fluxing of the mandslie acid complex witl exeeer 
pot as Rl urn nit Via te or nitrite resulted ie the e%-': eat of 
the roduetion to Diioly'bdeAiumCY) being dcero^aeed. u o -.rarg- 
©olid being d e p o s i t e d T h e r e  were not only cl nitrogen
êloziâe ( or nitMc oxide) produced from the nitrate and
nitrite-but also traee© of ammoniao
With the tartrato-molybdate complex it was fouxic fha-
although a trace of ammonia v?as produced the s o l u t i o n  or:.-,.:.
poecssooct m blue tinge in the oasn of the nitrate mid
remained colourless for the nitrite lo®,-. the hoxexet-Leni me to
of the molybdenum was stabilised by the preoencu of the nit:a :'
and nixri'^o , Sugnt eomp'i e:xa® ^ on the otiier hano r on bel an
refluxed at. pH - ?oO with excess potasoiu.H nitrate were no"'
stabilised as the molybdcmum(VI) c o m p l e x e but were roduioop
a® beforer to produce Intensely red oolourcc solutions.
ÏÏISOUSSÏON-
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g6 o 1 Imtroduo ti©:n
The complexes of molybâeïmm and timgsteB appear to 
fall into two elasoeeo (a) those which are formed between 
•pH 4„5 and 7^0 and (b) these formed between pH ^ 2 and 4o 
Those I n class (a) possess a molybdenum, (or tungsterx) s 
ligand ratio of IsX or Is 2 asici those in class (b) a 
ratio of 2§1c 3feampleB of class (a) are the complexes of 
tiron^ tartaric9 Mendelic^, oxalictra n s comltle and 
-itaooBie acids^ and of sugars such as D(-^ ) manaoseg 
B(-«) ribose mici Jj(^ ) sorbose and examples of class (b) 
the complexes of B«:4)iannitol and D^ t^ sorbltqlo
V 0
Angus and Weigel have suggested that the factor 
governing the nature of the molybdemm or tuagstmi spocioa 
reaetinge is the availability of hydroxyl groups on the 
l.lgandü They malzitaim that in order to ke©p the coordination 
number of the metal atom low (about six) the metallic ions 
polymeric© to However g the actual species
completing la probably more profoimdly influenced by the 
pH of the solutièn than by the nature of the ligando 
Accordingly9 the complexed species in class (a) ar© more 
likely to be the simple and W O l o m S p  than the
dimeric forms which tend to require lower pH values for
theIr fomatloB o
Where class (b) is ocBcemed^the metals ligand ratio 
ie 2sl and hereg hecaus© of the low pH of formation 
(pH 2 to 4) there is the possibility that it ie the
Q Q
dimeric species and which ar# oomplexed „
The only structural work carried out on these oomplezeo
of molybdate and timgstate has been upon the oxalic acid
complex E a t )'ïï ( 0 ) q 3 which was formerly oonsldered 
to be the molybdenum (V) complex g 0& ( G;&' 0^  )\% ( 0 ) ^ 3 b
Cotton y, on the basis of studies^ suggested that
the molybdenum aped as was the centrosymmetrlo anion
jmBBBf.mi.ng a Rigorously linear and syiametrical Mce-O-Mo 
bridge9 the coordination arrangement of the molybdenum being: 
made xiv to octahedral by the oxalate lone as showns
0
f—f ^ /^i ^  «MïK.«isi£x:;î^ .i-a=EîÆîr=i53=::s.s.-:rA-afiïi=î5S3i» C
In all other cases g however ^ the complexes have proved to bu 
too soluble in water to he isolated and accordingly it was
8:1
only by Goy:ipar:ing 1;1iq completing ability ox tae y’ariauv 
ligmde wxtli t'lat of their derivatives tb.at snggestimm ovaid 
be made eonoeming the coordination to molybdezmm or t\mtntez 
of the •v-ariouB ligands <,
In sortition there Is^ as jet^ no method uf resolving tho 
stmetures of these types of complexes „ There are two; 
distinct meehniilssis which could be Involved In the format ion 
ÛÏ these complexes - each, of would give rise to different 
coordination m m h e r a T h e y  may be written In the following 
gene rml t s rm© s -=
UoO,/' + (OH) gL --^  [MoO»(OH)gI,]
®“-‘ MoO,t 4- (OH) «I, MoOa.Oa?w i 2HsO,
i„e„ either gi rseehaîiisni Iravolvlng straight adâitîcm af the
ligand or one Involving eliminatj.cm of water from the
molybdate - ligand complex c Prom tiie eonsideration of pKi
changes associated with the reaetiens  ^ and from the extzvm#
solubility of the complexes in water it seems likely that
the first of the two mechanlams would be the dominant
reaction^ In the subsequent discussion the addition
ia,eohanism is aBsumed to be operating^ Ifp however^ th5.s ±m
not the caoa the coordination mm'bera will be lower but the
stoiehiomatry of the complexes will not be affected.^
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g6o2 Single ‘Ligand and Hetero-Complexes Involving Hydroxy- 
.nailb o '
(i) He ter G ecmplexes with D( Tartaric Aoid and Tlront'
Since the values of ©pti#al rotation of the D( -i ) tartrato-^ -^  
molybdate and timgstate solutions depend upon the coneentr&tlo::. 
of the complexes 5 the faet that the addition of t'5.ron did 
net greatly affect the variation af. their optical rotations 
with pH (graphs 2) meant that the tlron had not complexed 
preferentially with the molybdate and timgstate at tlio 
expense of the D{-h)^ tartairlo acid^ The introduction of 
taz^tarie acid into the tiron--eompl€)xeB ^ mi the other hand^ 
had little effect upon the variation with pH of th@ optical 
density of the molybdate-tlron complex but produced a 
eonsldera'blQ decrease (to about one half of the original 
value) in that of the timgstate-.tIz'om complex (graphs 1) o 
Mo satisfactory explanation can ‘bo given for this but it 
presumably reflects a rather weaker in'fceraetion of the 
tartrat-otimgsta/Ge with tlron due to the increased electron 
density on xh.<B tungsten as diseuesed bel©?^ ^
The Job Plots (graph 3) eonfirmed the stoiehiometx^ y 
of the complex as Islsl molybdate (or tungstate)# D(-^ ) 
tartaric acids t Iron g l„eo the D( v} tartarf.c aedd had 
replaced on© of the tixxm molecules in the original Is 2
8 3
Holybâate (or tmigstate)^ tiron complexe®poBsibly according
te tlie equBtlüSis
MoO^[o&Hg (OH)* (80% ) a ].; ❖ C^ H^aO,- — %»f* %
Mo0^[0âH8(0H)a(S0s)a3[c4.H,#0«3 + CÎ«,Ha(OH)s,
f'hat tMs hetoTO complex was a stable entity could be
Been from the fact that the eqmlllhrlnm eomld n o t  he
.'reversed 9 ©vem 1b the preeoBce of a forty«.feld exoese m  
ti'roBp both optical demal'ky and optical rotation reaching 
steady valAies after the addition, ©f an© équivalent af tiroBo 
BIbc© the aptieal rotation of B("!-) tartarie aeid alter# 
eansMerahlj with eamplex faraation. (and only very slightly 
with pH) and sixioe this cliff eï?esiee is great ex? on eamplexlng 
wi_th molybdate ( the strasxgere oxidising agent) than ?d.th 
timgstate the effect is apparently ôMe^ at least in partp 
to electron transfer from the ligand to the metal Imx,,
The addition of another ligand Bog« oxalic aoidg results In 
a deerease :bsi Gptloal. rotation g presumably because the 
eleetropoaitive character of the mei;al ion has been deer eased,; 
due to electron donation from this second ligand o On the 
other hxmdp addition to the 'i; art rat 0 1^.4%^ lyb a at © (or tmigstate) 
of excess cation^ iji the form of eodium chlorideIncreases 
the optical rotation^ thereby suggesting that ion-’palr 
formation resulting in further electron withdrawal from the 
tartaric aoid had occiireedo The decrease in optical density
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of the ' tlrom complexée cm the r oduc tl on of D( -t-) taz'taric
acid may exErilarly be ascribed t© a decrease in elective-- 
positive character of the molybdate or timgstate ion eausBd 
by the proseme® of the aoid o
If 9 a ©erne most probable p the simple Moû^ @r
M m  are the specie® which form ©omplexoe with tartaric acicl y 
thoBg assuming that both the carboxylle acid groups and the 
hydroxyl groups could be involved in coordination (and 
model® suggest that this ie poasiblf coordination ring of
GOOH
1
HO-q-H
H--0-0H
I
aooH
D ( i' ) Tartarl e 
Aaido
six or eight oxygene around the molybdenum (or tungsten) 
womM be obtained 5 That stieh a soheBie would be feasible is 
shown by the fact that other eight-^ ooordinate ©oBipomdo such 
ms k4,yo(Mjgr are Imomu^
In the case of the tlrom ©omplexeB the metal ion would 
appear to be involved with the Tr bonding ayatem of the 
bexxsene r i n g through oxygexi bridges iBVol.vi.ng the two ■
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hydroxyl groups » This may be deduced as fallowso The 
introduction of Buhstitiieats into the benzene ring of phenols 
produced a large alteration, in the Imtemolty of abeorptlonp 
without there being anj ga’eat change in wavelength 
of the absorption peak»
Tiroa
Sine© the bonding of the mmlyhdenim o%" tungsten seems 
to take place through the two hydroxyl groups of the tiron 
and the two carboxyl groups anu d  -hydroxy groups of the 
D( ">) tartaric acid the metal atom In these he ter© complex 
could be up to ten coordinate»
(ll) Eetero^complmces - with L(«^ )_ mandellc acid and Tirong 
With Ii(-) mande lie aoid in place of D( 4-) tartaric acid a 
similar set of resiiltB was obtained « Per the tungstat© 
hGteromcornplex the variation of optical rotation with pi 
of the mandelato complex was not affected to any great extent 
by the addition of tiron» lor did the introduction of 
mandelie aoid into the tungstate^^tiron greatly affect the
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variation of optical with pH of the complexe
. As Indioated previously (g»p 26) the intensity of absorptic 
•of the hetero«>Molybdate complex Eieant that it was mot 
possible to follow the effect of the addition of tiron 
m i the Tariatiom of optical rotation with pH of the 
mamlelatO‘'-^ oompl©x o However y the shape of the g3?aph of 
optical density against pH for the molyhdate-^tiraB complex 
did not alter on the addition of mandelie acid^ th'as 
Indicating that tlron remained bonded to molybdate in the 
presence ©f moAidelie aeido The mmcrWum of the Job Plot 
of optical density against mole fraetiom of the mandelato 
emiplex (graph 3c) occurring at the molar rati© of 0^ ,5 
M0a:nt thert one of the tlron molecules had been replaced 
hy a molecule of mamdelic a d d  to form m IsXsl Iietero- 
molybdate complex« A similar result was obtained for the
tuBget/ate complex: o
C O O  H 
I
H  O-c - H
f i ^ - n
L(-) Mandelie Aoido
The mandolato complex^ itself Is a Is 2 molybdate 
(or t'UBgstate) " aoid complex in which the two molecules
a e M  probably are GOGrdlaatefi to the metal atom through 
the oxygens of the carboxylie groups and those of the 
©i-^hydroxyl groups the moljbdenumCor tungsten) is
eight-coordinateo Accordingly when one of the mandelie acid 
molecules la replaced by a molecule of tiron there is no 
change in the coordination number^ the tiron complexes 
themselves being elght^coordlnated «,
(ill) Hetero-Complexes with Oxalic and with D( Tartaric 
Acid©g It was somewhat more difficult to follow complex
formation Involving oxalic^ trans'^aconltlc or itaoonio acids
/
since none of these acids are optically active^ nor was there 
any significant alteration in their ultraviolet spectra on 
complex formation^ Howeverg for oxalic aoidg the steady 
value of optical rotation reached after the addition of one 
Equivalent of oxalic acid to B(^) tartrato==m6lybdate and 
timgatat© solutions (graphs 5) suggested that 1:1:1 complexes 
eoiAld be formedg Involving both tartaric and oxalic acidso 
This stoichiometry was confirmed from the results for the 
corrected Job Plot of optical rotation against mole fraction 
of the 1:1 Oxalato complex (graph 5©)^ the possj ule ^^=’«©tion 
being:
C'a ™
MoÔ^CCgHsO^.)" + C^ ïiêOs Mo0^(GgH@0(i,)(G^HB06)
Sines oxalie acid is a bideatate ■ ligand the moly'bdg,-mO^
OO Q
(or tmgeten) in the hetere complex which it forms with 
B('^ ) tartaric aeid will possibly be ten.'^ocordlnate^
(I?) SinPlla Idgancl Complexe© with TraiiB<=>mcOT.ltie' and
r 5=^.K'M;.%:«fi=na?Kf::giAiy,s=Krr:3=raa3zra:r:r%c;:=:erEa=c/mt%r:a5T.ra!:Ma
æirom: Conductivity aeasu-reaeats on the addition of esalie
aeld solutièB to moly'bdata and t'amgstate ^ solutions 
showed that two 4iffex\rnt proeeeees were operating - not 
onXÿ was the oxalic acid complexing with molybdate and 
tungstate but aleo it was eausing these lone to polymerisOp 
rei3ulting in equivalence points which diverges from thé 
theoretical values « This polymerisation effect could^ 
thereforey aeooimt for the poor agreement between theoretical 
rmû experimental equivalence points for the addition of
eolutions of trasis-aeonitie acid and Itaconxe acid to sol­
utions of molybdate an.d tmigstate ^
It was possibley howevery to reaeon back to the exist- 
enee of a 1s1 molybdates acid complex from the fact that 
the Job Plate of optical density against mol© fraction of 
moXybdate-traBs-aconltic acid and moiybclate-itaconio acid- 
tiron solutions had their maxima of optical density at the 
point correaponding to the addition of one equivalent of 
tlroB and nov two y which would have been the case had there 
been no hetero complex formed «(graphs 8A and 0)o Againy
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me it lier of the tv/o aeids effected the variation of optA 
:leal density with pH for the Eiolybdate-tirom complex (graphs 
7 and 9 K
The eompXeximg ablllt^r of the two acid^ proved to he 
rather weak simee addition of tiron to the 1s1 acids tmig- 
state cosiplexes resulted in dla placement of the acid by 
tile tiron to form the 1s2 tungatates tiron oonplexo This 
process w@.s evident. fi?om the Job Plots of optical density 
against mole fraction of the aconitlo and Itaeonlc aeid: 
tmigstat© complexes « These showed peaks at Oo33 (graphs 
8B and D)^ indicating the presence of only the 1s 2 tuhg- 
states tiron complexo
Balllie* and Bromi in suggesting possible struct'ares 
foY' the tartrato-molybda.t@ and tmigatate complexes proposed 
thaty by analogy with the hetero-poly acids it might be 
desirable for the oxygen-cixjgem distance in these complexes 
to be of the order of 3^0 A,, Assuming that this suggestion 
is correct then examination of molecular models showed that 
Certain of the oscygens in thé two acids were this distance 
aparta For trans-aeonitie acid the oxygens concerned would 
be those of the carbonyl or'hydroxyl gz^oups on G(1) and 0(4)
while in the oas© of itaccmic acid the oxygens are those of 
the carbonyl or hydroxyl g waps on 0(2) and 0(4)o Because
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only two of the oxygens in each acid are thus oo-ordinatod 
the single ligand complexes could be six ooordlraate and the 
hetero complexes with tiron eight coordinate o
0 ^ 3  "
I,
C g C O O H
C^ /S\
clK^ a  
@  |tf
Itaeonic ÔH H
feam-aconitie acid
g6c.3a Single Ligand and Hetero-ComBlexes Involving Sugars 
and Tiron.c
«aj5îv^ ,-cctrf*rm.t.-«tir>i.fA‘fci.rfïi*'A'ïastî4y,'>
(i) Hetero-uomnlexes With D(i-) Haiinose and 'Tiron mid
D(^«-) Ribose and Tirons Experiments With D( f ) Tartaric
i^;rr-ii«55”-5’ï-VsirM;ie?i4i.r*.wî;*iT<s^ ’ysf»«is^ atoy="F»^ .îiC^ <ajuiixn'2rtî4UiivKL.ciLFXit5*«ti^ îaj‘A3i:::.x#»'Æ8i4.':^ '?h^
Acids The work of Spence and Kiang^^ concerning the 
variation with pH of the optical rotation of molybdate sol- 
utions containing B( 4’)maainose and B{-*) rlbose was repeated 
and their results confirmed * In all f e w  cases the ratio of 
metal ion to sugai’ was found to he 1 s 1
For these swgsæ complexes Angus and Weigel suggested 
that, the metallic ion would be in the diheric form 
or 9 but in view of the fact that the tzpper limit of
Gùmplexlxig le around pH ^ 7„5 and that optimum oomplexlng
talœs place at pH 5^5 it would avpear that the ©impie
^ C O  a
MoO% or ion 1© tho oomplexin^ agents
The fermatlom of a hetero-molybdat© complex Imvolvlmg 
both tiron and D(i-) mamica© could he confirmed by the fact 
that the variation of optical rotation with pH of the moly- 
bdat@--D(":') mannose complex was not affected by the Intr-o- 
duetion of tiron (graphs 11}g imOo the tiron did mat pref- 
eremtlaily complex with the molybdate « Her was the variat­
ion of optical density with pH ©f the tiron-molybdate com­
plex effected by the addition of D(4) mannose or of B(-)rib* 
0 8 8 (graphs 10 and 14 respectively)^ This latter fact meazm 
that only one of the tlrom. molecules in the 1:2 molybdate^ '.. 
tlrom complex was replaced by D(i-) mminose or D(-) riboseo 
This etoloMometry could indeed be confirmed from the pos­
ition of the maxima of the Job Plots of optical density 
against mole fraction of the sugar complexes^ icOa a 1:1:1 
molybdateg mahnos© (or rlbose): tiron were formedo
' The. optical density of the hetero-^molybdat© complex 
with B(-) rlbose and tiron ^ however g was too interns e to 
permit optical rotation mea.Buremen.ts to be taken ^ In the 
case of the tungstate analogues ^ the tiron completed 
erentlallyp maxima of Job Plots of optical density against
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mol© fraction of sugar complexes at Oo33y showing that
only the is2 tungstate complex is formed„ The reason for 
this must lie in the fact that the hetero-molyhdate complex 
is relatively more stable than the molybdate-«>tiron complex
whereas the same is not true for the tungstate analogues 
Introduction of D('^ ) mamiose and B(-) rib ose into 
either D(tartrato-molybdate or tûngatate solutions did 
not result in hetero-complex format!one The mæclma at Qa3 
in the Job Plots of optical rotation against mole fraction 
of the molybdate and tungstate-('^) mannose (or B(-) ribose) 
complexes mex^ely indicat^ 'îd the preferential formation of 
the 1:1 tartrato complexéeo The coincident plots showing 
variation of optical rotation with pH (graphs 12 and 15) 
suggest the same thingo That the tartaric acid had prefer­
entially complexed with the molybdate and tungstate could 
also be seen from the fact that the addition of meso-tart­
aric acid to solutions of D(4) m anno se and D(-) rib ose com-- 
plexes resulted in the reduction of the optical rotation 
of the mannose and D(-) ribose to the values they
possess when mxeonplexed (graphs 13 and 16)„ The corrected 
Job Plots eoneisted of a snooth decreasing curve for the 
tungstate ion^ while tha.t for the molybdate showed a slight 
minimumg these results indicating that no simple hetero-
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complex wae being formed^
With the sugar complexes the sterio effect becomes 
more eignifleant and may provide the explanation as to why 
hetero-oomplexes are foraged with tlron but not with B(-^ ) tar­
taric aciclo The hydroxyl groups in tiron are attached to 
adjacent oirbon atoms whence it would be possible to accom­
odate the molecule into a metallic Ion which was already 
coordinated to the ring structure of a sugar  ^ In the ease 
of tartaric acidp if both the carbonyl groups and the hydros^ 
yl groups are involved in the bonding @ the tartaric acid 
molecule would require t# envelope the molybdate ion to 
some extent and this would not be possible where the moly<- 
bd&t(D ion v;as already coordinated to a sugar ring structure o
Where sugar complexes are eomoernedg it is not y@t 
clear how many of the oxygens of the hydroxyl groups are 
involved in the bonding to the molybdate or tungstate iouo 
Spence and Kiàng originally suggested that three adjac­
ent hydroxyl groups in the 1(axial)^ 2(equatorial)g 3(axial) 
configuration were essential for complex format!on * betwo en
a sugar and molybdate or tungstate ionsp the sugar funct«. 
loning a© a trident ate ligand «
Angus g Bourne g Searle and Weigel® ^ vrlth experiments
ixivolTing an amino ©ubstituted sugars 2- amino - 2^6 
dideoxj - B - talo - hexoses
9 4 o
H
H
found this to be ineorreotc, ©inee this sugar also eom.pl- 
©xed with moly'bdato and ttmgstatOo Wh,at can be said la the 
followings Firstly^ , the optieal rotation, of D(':') mamiose ®^  
ehangoB alga from positive to negative on complex formation 
because of the alpha isomer (which is prédominent in sol­
ution) being converted into the beta-form in order to com- 
plex ¥/ith the molybdate and tungstate ^ This suggests that 
the first of the three hydroxyl groups ( on carbon number 
1 in this instance) must be axial and is essential to com- 
pi Q X f 0 rma 11 on <,
Secondly5 sinc©/@ ■=*!)(-) arabinose^ which is identical 
to/^ =HD(*f) mannose except at c(3) where the hydroxyl group 
in arabinose la equatorial^ does not complex it follows 
that the third hydroxyl group must also be axialo Thirdly 
from ' the fact t h a t glucose and/B ""D( t) galactose
9 5
H o c g
H
I P H
D('!-) Mamose
OH
=>]>(->) Arabinor^©.
reapeotively have the same eoBfiguration at G(1) and 0(5) 
ae mamoae -D( -) Ijxoae and that
D(4") glue080
oH
D(4') maimose ^
O H
D(t) gslaotoaa D(-) LyxOB©
glueoBe xylose have the same ooiiflguration
at 0(2) and 0(4) a s r i b o s e  and yet do not complex It 
follows that a third siibstituent at the intervening carbon 
atom is apparently necessary_for complex formation to take 
placeÎ
D( '^) glucose
OH
^ -D(-) Xylose
Eibosoc
This third group need not necessarily be a hydroxyl group 
it. can be a primary amino group but it must occupy an 
equatorial position since an axial hydroxyl group appears 
to be completely ineffective ( or^ "D(4-) glucose) o
9 7 o
The aetual function of this third hydroxyl group is 
still not cleare Angus and Weigel suggest that it is
eliminated as water to enable two molecules of sugar to
Æ)
complex with the dimeric species  ^ but in view of
the value of pH (5^5) at which optimum completing takes 
place 5 this mechanism is unlikely« A possible alternative 
explanation may he that both hydroxyl and amino subst- 
ituentB in the intermediate equatorial position give rise 
to iritrmnoleenlar hydrogen bonding with the two axial hydro­
xyl groups y this bonding being essential to the stabili^at-^ 
lorn of the complexe
(11) Single Lig_mid_Complexée With !,(«.) Sorbo8@_and, the 
Correeppnding,. ...Hetero, Cpivplexhfith Tirons There is a con­
siderable difference between the variation of optical 
rotation with pH for !*(-) sorbose alone and that for 
L(-) sorbose dissolved in sodium Molybdate and tungstate^ 
Hudson showed that the specle© present almost exclusive­
ly in aqueous solution ie the alpha«»lsomerg 'L(-) eorboeeo 
The large decrease In the negative value of optical rotat­
ion (towards ^ero rotation) at pH - 5o5 will be due to the 
mutarotation of the sugar into the beta-forao Since^ however 
it 1b apparently the alpha-fosmi which is required for the 
sugar to be able to complex this mutarotation was counter-
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acted loj the addition of sodium molybdate or tungstate 
(graph 17).
oH;
OH
Sorbose G
The oecurrenc© of the oeak at 0^3 in the Job Plots of Opt==- 
ieal rotation against mole fraction of molybdate or tung­
state indicated that both molybdate and tungstate reacted 
with one molecule of Ij(-) sorbose o
hue to the difference in strengths of the single ligand 
complexes g hetero complex formation was obtained with moly-
as could be seen from the fact that there was little diff-pX©x„ 
ae could be seen from the fact that there was little diff­
erence between the plots of optical density against pH for 
the hetero complex solutions and the 1 % 2 molybdates tiron 
complexg the introduction of 1(-) sorbose into the molybdate- 
tiron. complex only resulted in the replacement of one mol- 
eeul© of tirono This 1s1s1 molybdate? I*(«) sorboses tiron 
etoichiometry was confirmed by the position of the maxlmim 
of the Job Plot of optical density against mole fraction of
sugar complex,
A somewhat analogous situation to that for man-
nose and D(-) rihose is said to exist in the case of 
L ( - ) & o rb 03 e ^ Bo iirne ^ Hu ta on and W e Ige 1 " b ugge s t e d tha t 
the I-,, 2-, 3- hydroxy gxwipB of L(-) sorboBe are able to 
form e structure of the earn© relative spaelngB as those for 
the 1 (axial) y 2 ( equatorial) 3 ( axial) triol ays tern'., This 
suggests y however s, that the 1.1 g and is trident ate whereas 
considerations for B(t) maimoSe end B(-) ribose tended tu 
indicate that they at any r?j.teç, are bidentate c At the mom­
ent there is no evidence to Buppa-rt either one or other pri: 
of view with regards to L(-) sorbose siraee it is not jot 
Imowivwhethercme of the hydroxyl gieoupe of L(-) sorbose le 
replaceable,
A8aiming; that the ligands are In reality bldentate , 
each of the single ligand coarplexes will possess a six - 
coordinate molybdenum while the hetero complexes ^ involv:'iig 
coordination to two oxygens on each ligand,, will t? eigh - 
coordinate o
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go 6o4 Single Ligaml Complex With D«=8orbltol and Hetero- 
Complexes Involving PolyhydrDzy Aleohols ^ Tiron and Tartar- 
icî Act do
(I) Introduetlon% Two factors require to be ooneidered where 
D" mamiitol and sorbitol complexes are ocmoernedo fi:est«- 
ly the values of optical rotation of these substances are 
very lowg and secondly the pH at which maximim complexing
is obtained la in the range of pH - 2 to 4e The eonsequenche 
of the first factor was that the optical density of the 
hetero complexes involving both mannitol or sorbitol^ and 
tiron could not be deoreaeed in intensity by dilution to 
E Bufflcient extent to allow optical rotation measurements 
to be mad©G With the second factor there would be'a tendency 
for the molybdate and tungstate to polymerize and for the 
complexed agent to be the dimolybdat© or dltungstate lon^
The results obtained were of much a nature that they could 
almost equally well be interpreted in support of this 
polymer!zation mechanism or in agreement with the aecoaiodat--' 
ion of two discrete molybdate or tungstate ions per mol©'»' 
eul© of maim!toi or sorbitolo
(II) Single Xdgand Complex With D'=^ 8orbltol% The addition, of 
ID-sorbitol to sodium molybdate (or tungstate) in the course
oonduotivlty titrations seemed to result in complex
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format,ion5, oitlier with the dimeric spscios or )
or with two equivalent a of the simple molybdate (or tojig- 
state ion MoO,/' ( or ) ae was shown by the bret^ k Ixi
the oorxductivity curve (gra,ph 6c) at the point correspond­
ing tb the metal atom? alcohol ratio - 2s 1o This confirm--
T ^
ed the findings of Angus y Bourne and Weigel „ further 
support being given to this stoiehiometry by the oecu3?r©ne© 
of the maximum at 0o66 in the corrected Job Plot of opt­
ical rotation against mole fraction of molybdate and timg-- 
state^ By observing the variation of optical rotation with 
pH (graphs 19) the rsEig© of pH for optimum completing was 
found to bo pH - 2 eQ to 4oOc
(ill) Hetero-Coim^lex With 3141annitpl and Tirons With I)-mamr- 
itol and evidence could only bo obtained for the for­
mation of the heterO'-molj^'bdate complex from a Job Plot of 
optical density against mole fraction of mannitol complex 
As indicated (pg 60 ) the eoneantratlon of the reagents were 
so adjusted that the fact that the maximum occurred at 0^5
meant that two molecules of tiron were accomodated in the 
mohybciate-B- maimltol complex giving the ratio of 
molybdate? D-miaimitois tiron - 2s Is2a The plot of optical 
density against pH for this ratio of components (graph 18A) 
wàH similar to that for the tiron oompioxera alone ^ thus eon- 
firming the presence of the hetero-eomplex in solutiono
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(iv) Hetero Complexes With D^Sorbitol and Tiron and 
hitoi and D(^) Tartaric Acid . Both Job Plot and variation 
of optical density with pH ©urve® (graph 1BB) revealed the 
existence mot only of the 2s1§2 molyhdateg B-Borbitol? tiron 
complex hut also of a molybdate-^D^aorhitol complex eomtaln-' 
ing two moleeulae of B(’^') tartaric aoldo In the case of the 
hetero complex with tartaric acid  ^ Job Plots with both 
B('{*) tartaric aold added to tha D-Borhitol complex and 
D-aorhltol added to the meso-^tartaric acid complex poBsess- 
©d peaks at Oo5 which ^ for the o one entrât Iona wed^ indiea.t- 
mi the above ratio of components « Blkewlae the variation of 
optical rotation with pH for the D(f) tartrate complex was 
not affected by the in'Wodiwtion of the D-sorbitol^ 1,©^ 
the two moleeulea of tartaric acid remained bonded to the 
molybdate ion© (graphs 180 and B) o Hor did meso--tartaric 
acid alter the plot for the B«--aorbitol complex ^ thus Bhow*« 
Ing that the tartaric acid did not preferentially complex 
with the molybdate« lo timgstat© analogues were formed^ 
presumably because the tartrato-tungstate complex was rel­
atively more stable that the tmigatate-D-sorbltoi complexo 
As previously mentioned^ the low value of pH (approx-* 
imately 2^0) at which $mclmum complaxing oooui's with D-mann- 
itol and B-sorbitol means that there lo a reasonable poss-
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Iblllty that the complexed agent is the dimeric sx)©eies
If it can be assumed that the molybdenum - oxygen- 
molybdenum distance in the MogO-;» ' ion will be of the same 
order as that for the solid oxalato complex examined by 
Oottbh^^^ then the molybdenum atoms in the dimolybdat© ion 
should be approximately 3o76 A aparto If then^ it la consid­
ered that the hydroxyl groups coordinated to the molybdenum 
atoms arë those on 0(1) and 0(3)  ^ 0(4) and 0(6) of B-mannitol
OHgOE OHqOM
Ü ‘ H
K^‘*0“"OFi -(I ■ 0
EO-O-E EO-G-H
1] U
I) I
îîHaOB Clh^O'E
D"" B ©rbl toi t cl o
and D-eôrbitol measurementa from molecular models indicate 
that the molybdenum - molybdenum distance 1b approximately 
3ô7 Ao That these are the hydroxyl groups involved in the
coordination tends to be confirmed by Bourn©Hutson and
y y
Weigel^ 8 ' claim that substitution Of the hydroxyls of 0(2) 
and 0(5) does not a.ffect complex formation whereas subs tit-
utlon of the oxygen of the hydroxyl group on 0 (3 ) com­
pletely inhibits the reaction., On the other hand^ they 
suggest that G-anbstltnted sorbitol could still form ei com­
plex with a 2s 1 metals alcohol ratio and the 4  substituted 
a *i s 1 complex 0 This is ^ in effect, suggesting that the 
oxygon of the hydroxyl group on 0 (6 ) Is not iTivolvo'''^  in 
the bonding^ but this suggestion,^ taken in conjunction with 
their conclusions concerning the hydroxyl grouips on the 
other carbon atoms being unnecessary for bonding is open 
to doubt since under their scheme the only hydroxyl groups 
essential are those on G ( 1 ) ^ 0(3) and C(4-)c, The only me chan- 
ism which could support the use of only three hydroxyl 
groupe in a oomplex po£3S8 seing a metal: alcohol fatio of 
2:1 would involve the two molybdenum atome being differ­
ently coordinated - one to one hydroxyl group and the other 
to two'.. For the mannitol complex^ Angus ^ Bourne and Weigel 
suggest that the bonding is from the hydroxyl groups on 
0 (1 ) 0 (2 )^  0 (3 ) and 0 (4)9 but in view of the length of
the metal-oxygen bridge bond this seems unlikelyo
To summarise: it is suggested that coordination 
between molybdate and D-mannitol (and D-sorbitol) takes 
place via the oxygens of the hydroxyl groups on 0 (1) and 
0(3)V 0(4) and 0(6). Ho definate statement can be made
05 c
regarding the nature of the molybdenum epecles complexed,, 
but in view of the inter-atomic dietances involved and the 
low pH of complex formation it may well be that the complex- 
ed agent là the dlmolybdate ion MogO^ « With this as the 
metallic ion each of the molybdenum atoms in the^  single 
ligand complexes would be five coordinate ^ seven coord­
inate in the hetero-complexes with tiron and possibly nine 
coordinate in the hetero complex with tartaric acid„ 
go 60 5 o Single Ligand Complets with Hydroxyl ami ne and the 
CorroBponding Hetero-Oomplex With Tartaric A e ido
By observing the shape of the plot of optical density 
against pH (graph 20A) and the shape of the peak in the Job 
Plot of optical density against mole fraction of the 
sodium molybdate it was found that three days were required 
for solutions of the molybdate-hydroxylamine oomplen to 
come to equilibriumo The Job Plot indicated that the ratio 
of components was 1 ? 1.
The considérable decrease In the variation of optical 
density with pH caused by the addition of tartaric acid
to the molybdate-hydroxylamine complex showed that although 
the tartaric a dd had affected the coordination of the 
hydroxylamine to the molybdate it did not complex' preferent­
ially with the molybdate (graphs 21 )o On the other ha^ adç the
0 6
addition of hydroxyl amine to the tartrate- aonipXox did not 
affect the nature of the curve of optical rotation against 
pH9 ioeo the tartaric acid and hydroxjlamine were coordinat­
ed simultanéDUBIj to the molybdate IoHo The Job Plot showed 
that the ratio of coraponente was 1:1:1 molybdate: D(4) tar­
taric acids hydrcxylamino.
The reason why a certain time ela^psed before the sol­
utions of both single ligand and hetero complexes reached 
equilibrium may be due to the formation of a polymerised 
species of molybdate o Until it is knovm vfhat the actual 
complexed agent is.no suggestions can be made regarding the 
coordination number of the molybdenumo 
go 6o5o Summary of Complexeso
Tartaric acid forms hetero-eomplexes with tiron and 
with oxalic acid,^  in which there is one molecule of each of 
the two ligands coordinated to a single Mo o ’^ and 
ion^ the metal atom in ©8,ch complex possibly being ten-coord 
Inateo Tiron forms similar types of both hetero-molybdate
and tungstate complexes (but containing eight coordinate 
molvbdenim or tungsten) in which the second ligand ie 
mandelic acid. Hetero-nnoly'bdate complexes alone (also 
eight coordinate) are formed with tranB-aconitic and 
itaoonie ateids and tiron The byd'^oxy lam in© complexe b .^
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as indioateds, may a polymerized speeieso
D(<') maimosej, D(«) ribose and L(-) sorboee all form 
hetero-molybdate oomplexes with tiron in which on® molecule 
of a sugar, and on® of’ tiron is coordinated to one simple 
molybdate ion ( MoO^/ )o Bach het©ro-*oomplex is possibly 
eight coordinate o B-ma.nnitol and D-sorbltolg on the other 
handform hetero-^eomplexee with tiron^ and the latter also 
with tartaric aeid which contain one molecule of the
alcohol and two molecules of the other ligand coordinated^ 
me far ae cam be seen^ to a single dlmolybdate ion (MogO;^'' ■
thus giving each molybdenum atom a possible coordination 
of 8evenb Only the single ligand tungstate complexeb of 
sugars (six-coordinate) and polyhydroxy alcohols (possibly 
five coordinate ) are formed ™ the corresponding hetero-- 
complexes are not obtainedo 
g 0 6,:'6 c, Reactions of Complexes b
Both Irradiation and reflralng of solutions of moly- 
bdate .complexes of tartaric acid and mande1 1 c acid and of 
mannose9 D(^) ribose and L(-) sorbose resulted in the 
reduction of thé molybdemm' (71) to molybdcmum (7) by the 
organic ligando The reaction for the mandelie acid solution; 
oouiM possibly he of the forms
u o
C O O  H
c HOH 
i ÇHO
L (orgmti:!. c eoiïspl©a©fê 
of Mo(V) in 
D oluù i on o
.As irf-dicated^ . the nature of the organic complexes of 
‘molybdemmi (¥) present in solution could not be determined 
For all other ligands used^ this redox mechanism either did 
not operate (ae was the ease with the complexes of oiterlc 
and glycollie acids) or was only partially operative,, the 
product being molybdenum blue - a mixture of molybdenum 
(VI) and molybdemm (V) (ae with lactic aoid^ D- mannitol 
and D- s orbi td 1 )
The results of the additiosi of various ions to these 
refluxed complexes varied with the nature of the ligand 
the general tendency being towards the stabilisation of 
molybdenum (VI) ^ Again^ with any one ligan,d the effect var­
ied with the ions usedo Thus ^ sulphate had. no effect on the 
rexlmcing of tartriato-molybdate - the red solution of 
molybdenum (V) still being produced„ The addition of 
phosphate decreased the reduction to the stage of molybdcnu:
09.
blue g but earbonats enabled a small degree of reduction 
to molybdenum (V) to. take place. I'itrate and nitrôte 
inhibited the reaction completely^, traces of nitrogen 
dioxide (or nitric oxide) and ammonia, being deteetado
With the mandelato»' complex the solution turned red 
in the presence of nitrate and nitrite., but no orange solid 
was depositedwhile the sugar complexes were imaffacted 
by the presence of these ions.
There are two possible explanations for the results 
of the introduction of nitrate and nitrite into the refluxed 
complexes ^ Firstly Goope and This tie thwaite  ^^ have 
suggested that the nitrate ion can complex with molybdate 
in aeid solution^ whence it may be that the redox proeeee 
was completely inhibited because the nitrate ion had form­
ed a complex with molybdate which could not be reduced by 
the organic ligand. If this is so then this complex is not 
so stable 5, either in the presence of sugars or of mande lie 
aoldg since in these solutions molybdenum (?) was still 
produced o
The alternative explanation is that molybdenum (¥) is 
produced j, but that the nitrate reacts very rapidly w:lth it 
to produce molybdenum (VI) end nitrite. This nitrite.;, in 
turng reacts with further molybdenum (V) to give nitric
1 1 0
oxide and molybdemm (VI ).
The fact that traces of nitrogen dioxide (or nitric 
oxide) were formed in the solutions containing nitrate 
and nitrite tends to lend support to this second mechanism,, 
Phosphate9 however^ forms a complex with molybdate and 
accordingly the first explanation Is the more likely here. 
The carbonate likewise perhaps forms a complex which will 
stabilize the eolourlees molybdenum (VI). Sulphatep as
9 0 ?
shown by Goope ami Thistiethwaite^ does not complex with 
molybdate«
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